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In FOCUS

Health Insurance 
Scheme Benefits 
All: LG
SRINAGAR: Asserting that the gov-
ernment wants the healthcare sys-
tem in of Jammu and Kashmir to be 
the best in the country, Lieutenant 
Governor, Manoj Sinha on Tuesday 
directed officials to ensure that the 
benefits of the JK Health Insurance 
scheme reaches all the people in 
the Union Territory.

Chairing a meeting on Tuesday 
to review the core features of the 
JK Health Insurance scheme and 
the process of approvals of golden 
cards, Sinha stressed on extending 
the benefits of the scheme to all 
the citizens of Jammu and Kash-
mir, an official spokesperson said. 
The LG, he said directed the con-
cerned officers to take P-02

Auqib Javeed

MAWAR, Langate – Just like 
his woebegone mother, two 
long-faced siblings and old 
grandparents, 19-year-old 

Abrar Rashid is unable to make sense of 
his father’s condemned fate for being a 
flag-bearer of unionist politics in Kashmir. 

Ever since his father became a cap-
tive, the junior Rashid is haunted by a 
question: “How will I face those who 
took an oath with my father that they 
will not pelt stones and seek peaceful 
means to address the issues?” 

The first year college student is the son 

of former legislator from the north Kash-
mir’s Langate area, Sheikh Abdul Rashid, 
popularly known as Engineer Rashid.

Rashid was arrested by the National 

Investigation Agency (NIA) on August 9—
four days after New Delhi revoked special 
status of the erstwhile state—in connection 
with a “terror funding” case in Kashmir.

The former Langate legislator was the 
first unionist politician to have been ar-
rested by the NIA in the case. He’s still 
under detention in New Delhi’s Tihar jail.

Before his arrest, Rashid remained 
in news for his vocal advocacy of Kash-
mir issue. Despite being a legislator, 
he pitched the demand of the “right to 
self-determination” and faced music.

As an independent candidate, with 
back-to-back assembly election wins, 
Rashid floated his own political outfit, 
Awami Ittehad Party (AIP). He con-
tested parliamentary elections from 
Baramulla after former Governor Satya 
Pal Malik dissolved the State’s Legisla-
ture. Rashid ended up bagging 102168 
votes in a closely-contested affair. He 
only fell short of small vote margin 
against National Conference’s PAGE 02

In A First, Family Questions Eerie Silence On Er Rashid’s Convicted Fate
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News Digest 
Engineer Booked In 
Assets Case

Lt Gen Kumar Takes 
Command Of 16 Corps

Mortar Shell 
Defused Near LoC

Man Dies After 
Falling From Tree

4 Youth Held With Arms 
In Chadoora: Police

CASO Held In 5 South 
Kashmir Villages

Srinagar: The Jammu and 
Kashmir Anti-Corruption Bureau 
(ACB) on Tuesday registered a 
disproportionate income case 
against a junior engineer, whose 
six bank accounts have so far 
yielded Rs 3.30 crore against a 
net salary of Rs 10.08 lakh, an 
official spokesperson said.
The accused, Tariq Ahmad Ganie, 
worked in the Housing Board, Be-
mina, Srinagar, the official added.
"Anti-Corruption Bureau, Sri-
nagar, registered a case P-02

Jammu: Lieutenant General M 
V Suchindra Kumar took over 
as the General Officer Com-
manding (GoC) of the Army's 
elite 16 Corps, known as White 
Knight Corps, here on Tuesday, a 
defence spokesperson said.
He succeeds Lt Gen Harsha 
Gupta. Lt Gen Kumar said it was 
an honour to command such an 
elite formation with a rich his-
tory of Jammu and Kashmir.
He exhorted all ranks to contin-
ue working with utmost P-02 

Jammu: A mortar shell, which 
did not unexploded during cross-
border shelling by Pakistan, was 
on Tuesday safely defused by 
army experts near the Line of 
Control (LoC) in Poonch district 
of Jammu and Kashmir, officials 
said. The shell was noticed lying 
in an open field at KhariKarmara 
by villagers, who informed the 
army, the officials said.
They said the army's bomb dis-
posal squad immediately rushed 
to the spot and the mortar shell 
was safely defused

Srinagar: A middle-aged man on 
Tuesday died after falling off a 
walnut tree in north Kashmir’s 
Bandipora district. 50-year-old 
Doda Khan Awan was plucking 
walnuts from a tree in Zeban 
Chuntimulla area of the district 
when he lost balance and fell on 
the ground, police sources said 
Tuesday. Due to the impact of 
the fall, Awan received serious 
injuries. He was taken to the 
nearby hospital for treatment 
where doctors declared him 
brought dead, sources added.

Srinagar- Police on Tuesday 
claimed to have arrested four 
youth along with arms and am-
munition in Chadoora area of cen-
tral Kashmir’s Budgam district. A 
police official said that it arrested 
four persons and recovered two 
Chinese grenades, a pistol maga-
zine, eight pistol rounds, 30 AK-47 
rounds and a flag of militant 
outfit Lashkar-e-Taiba from their 
possession. P-02

Srinagar: The government forces 
on Tuesday launched a massive 
cordon and search operation 
(CASO) in five villages of three 
south Kashmir districts. Army, 
police and CRPF laid a siege in 
Kulgam, Shopian and Pulwama 
villages and conducted search 
operations after inputs about the 
movement of militants in these 
hamlets, sources said. P-02
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4-Bagh-i-Islam Colony Lal Nagar, Chanapora 
Srinagar 190 015 Tele Fax 0194-2441899/2430899

CANCER SOCIETYOF 

KASHMIR
Ref. No. CSK/ELECTION-40/2020/5939  
Dated: 13-10-2020

Website: www.cancersocietykashmir.org E-mail: cancersocietyofkashmir@gmail.com

--SD--
Justice (Retd.) M.Y. Kawoosa.

Election Authority

Notice
All the founder & life members of the Cancer Society of Kashmir are informed that the election for 
the following honorary Office-Bearers of the Cancer Society of Kashmir are scheduled to be held 
on 02-NOV-2020at the office of the society 4-Bagh-i-Islam Colony Lal Nagar, Chanapora Srinagar: -

1. Chairman                                               One.

2. Vice-Chairmen                                      Two.

3. General Secretary                                 One.

4. Joint-Secretary                                      One.

5. Treasurer                                                One.

The Dates For Process Of Elections Have Been Fixed As Under: -

1. Filling of Nominations Papers                                  :- 14-10-2020 TO 20-10-2020

2. Scrutiny of Nominations Papers                              : -   22-10-2020.

3. Last date for withdrawal of nominations                 : -   27-10-2020.

4. Issue of Notification for final list of contestants       : - 28-10-2020.

5. Date of Voting (From 9.30 AM to 4.30 PM)            :-   02-11-2020.

6. Counting of votes and declaration of results            : -   02-11-2020.

China Repeats Again: ‘We 
Don’t Recognise UT Of Ladakh’
Says Border Infra, Military Deployment ‘Root Cause Of Tension’

Press Trust Of India 

NEW DELHI: Terming the infra-
structure building and military 
deployment along the Line of Ac-
tual Control (LAC) as a ‘root cause 
of tensions’, China on Tuesday re-
iterated that it does not recognise 
the ‘illegally established’ Union 
Territory (UT) of Ladakh.

Chinese foreign ministry 
spokesman Zhao Lijian said that 
Beijing does not recognise the 
union territory of Ladakh or the 
state of Arunachal Pradesh. He 
also claimed that the stepping 
up of infrastructure building by 
India and military deployment 
along the border with China was 
the "root cause of tensions".

India has been strongly main-
taining that both Arunachal 
Pradesh and Ladakh are integral 
part of the country and that 
China should refrain from com-
menting on its internal matters.

Spokesman Zhao was replying 
to a question at a media briefing in 
Beijing by a western media jour-
nalist on India's construction of a 
number of bridges in border areas 
of Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh.

The spokesman said PAGE 02

Talks End In Deadlock

The seventh round of military talks between India and 
China was "positive and constructive", a joint state-
ment by the two armies said on Tuesday, but there 

was no breakthrough in sight for speedy disengagement of 
troops at friction points in eastern Ladakh.
As the two sides agreed to earnestly implement P-02

"WE URGE THE INDIAN SIDE TO EARNESTLY IMPLEMENT 
the consensus reached by the two sides, refrain from taking actions that will 
complicate the situation, and take concrete measures to safeguard peace and 

tranquility along the border,"

Mehbooba Mufti Released 
After 14 Month Detention

Press Trust Of India 

SRINAGAR: PDP president and 
former chief minister of Jammu 
and Kashmir Mehbooba Mufti 
was set free on Tuesday after 
being in preventive detention 
for more than 14 months fol-
lowing the abrogation of Article 
370 last year.

“In exercise of powers con-
ferred under section 19(1) of the 
Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety 
Act, 1978, the Government hereby 
revokes the detention order bear-
ing No. DMS / PSA / 147 / 2020 
dated 05-02-2020 issued by Dis-
trict Magistrate. Srinagar which 
was last extended for a period of 
three months vide Government 
Order No. Home / PB-V / 1449 of 
2020 dated 31-07-2020 of Ms. 
Mehbooba Mufti D/o Late Mufti 
Mohd Sayed R/o Bijbehara A/P 

Nowgam, Srinagar, with immedi-
ate effect,” reads an order issued 
by the government on Tuesday.

Earlier, JK government spokes-
man Rohit Kansal tweeted about 
PDP President’s release.

Mehbooba Mufti, whoPAGE 02 

Iltija Relieved

Itija Mufti who was managing the twitter handle of her in-
carcerated mother heaved a sigh of relief and tweeted: “As 
Ms Mufti’s illegal detention finally comes to an end, Id like 

to thank everybody who supported me in these tough times. 
I owe a debt of gratitude to you all. This is Iltija signing off. فف 
”.May allah protect you  .فف فففف

“I’M PLEASED TO HEAR THAT @
MehboobaMufti Sahiba has been released after more 
than a year in detention. Her continued detention was 

a travesty & was against the basic tenets of democracy. 
Welcome out Mehbooba,” Omar tweeted.

J&K Sees 8 More 
Coronavirus 
Deaths, Toll 1343  
SRINAGAR: At least eight more 
people succumbed to corona-
virus in Jammu and Kashmir 
on Tuesday, taking the number 
of Covid-19 fatalities across 
the Union Territory to 1343.

Kashmir valley reported five 
more deaths due to Covid-19 
while three others were con-
firmed by officials from the 
Jammu division.

Among the five victims in 
Valley, officials said two were 
residents of Srinagar and in-
cluded a 72-year-old man from 
Bemina, who died two days 
after being admitted to CD hos-
pital, one of the exclusive facili-
ties for the management of the 
covid-19 patients in the Valley. 

Also, a 77-year-old man 
from Natipora Srinagar P-02

40 Travelers 
Among 677 More 
Test Positive
SRINAGAR: Jammu and Kashmir 
reported on Tuesday 677 new 
cases of coronavirus, including 
forty travelers, taking the num-
ber of people infected by virus in 
the Union Territory to 84708.

Among the new cases, 313 
were reported from Jammu 
division and 364 from Kashmir 
Valley, officials said.

Giving the district wise de-
tails, they said, Srinagar reported 
145 cases, Budgam 35, Baramul-
la 53, Pulwama 43, Kupwara 18, 
Anantnag 14, P-02

Pakistan Sets 5 Preconditions 
For Talks With India

Embarrassment For BJP

Party Leader Moves NHRC 
Seeking Security To Sarpanches

Thrashing Of Youth Sparks 
Protests In Rawalpora

Zahid Tiger’s Killing 
A Huge Success: DGP

SRINAGAR: J&K’s Director Gen-
eral of Police (DGP) Dilbagh 
Singh Tuesday termed the killing 
of Lashkar-e-Toiba commander 
Zahid Tiger in an encounter in 
south Kashmir’s Pulwama district 
on October 10, a big success for 
forces and stated that every mili-
tant trapped in cordon is given an 
opportunity to surrender.

Addressing a press conference 
in Pulwama after reviewing the 
security situation in the district, 
DGP said that every single mili-
tant is given an opportunity to 
surrender during encounters. 
“Recently, we managed to save 
the life of a newly recruited mili-
tant at Dadoora, Pulwama,”P-02

Observer Monitoring Desk

SRINAGAR: Pakistan on Tuesday set 
five pre-conditions for the resump-
tion of “meaningful dialogue" with 
India to resolve all outstanding is-
sues, including the longstanding 
dispute over Jammu and Kashmir.

In a first ever interview by a 
Pakistani official since India re-
voked the special status of Jammu 
and Kashmir and divided the state 
into two Union Territories, Spe-
cial Assistant to Prime Minister 
(SAPM) on National Security Dr 
Moeed Yousaf told Karan Thapar 
in an exclusive interview that In-

dia had communicated a desire to 
open dialogue with Pakistan after 
a hiatus of more than six years. He 
said that Pakistan desired peaceful 
ties with India and wanted to re-
solve all issues through dialogue.

However in the 75-minutes vid-
eo broadcast on The Wire, Yousaf 
asserted that for any meaningful 
dialogue to take place between 
the two neighbours, India has to 
release all political prisoners in 
Kashmir, end inhuman blockade 
and restrictions, rescind domicile 
law that allows non-Kashmiris 
to settle in the disputed territory, 
stop human rights abuses and end 
terrorism in Pakistan.

“Pakistan would be ready for 
dialogue with India if the Modi 
government accepts those precon-
ditions,” Yousaf said.

Interestingly, Yousaf didPAGE 02 

Press Trust Of India 

JAMMU: In what could cause 
a major embarrassment to 
the BJP-led government at the 
Centre, a party leader from 
Jammu and Kashmir has ap-
proached the National Human 
Rights Commission (NHRC) to 
seek its intervention to ensure 
security of sarpanches facing 
militancy threat in Kashmir.

The NHRC has taken note of 
the matter and has forwarded 
it to the Union secretary for 
home affairs and Jammu and 
Kashmir chief secretary, call-
ing for an action taken report 
within four weeks, J-K BJP 

spokesperson on Kashmir af-
fairs Ashwani Kumar Chrun-
goo said in a statement here.

The BJP leader, citing a com-
munication from the human 
rights panel, said the PAGE 02

Sarpanch 
Found Hanging 
In Bandipora

A sarpanch was 
found hanging on 
Tuesday morning 

at his home in Zurimanz 
village of north Kash-
mir’s Bandipora district.
Official sources said P-02

Observer News Service  

SRINAGAR: Anti-army protests broke 
out Tuesday in Rawalpora area of the 
city outskirts after the soldiers allegedly 
thrashed two youth to ‘pulp without any 
reason or rhyme’.

Shahid Ahad Bhat and Aqib Ashraf 
Dar were allegedly beaten up by sol-
diers near Rawalpora Chowk on Tues-
day morning when an army convoy was 
passing through the area, witnesses told 
Kashmir Observer. The soldiers, they 
said abused the two youth while beating 
them with sticks and guns.

Due to the severe beating, eyewit-
nesses said, the youth suffered serious 
injuries and were let off by the soldiers 

only when their wounds bled.
According to the eyewitnesses, Bhat had 

sustained cervical injury while Dar suf-
fered injuries in his leg and foot due to the 
alleged thrashing by soldiers. Both of them 
were removed to the hospital by locals.

The incident set off massive anti-army 
demonstrations in the locality. Scores of 
people, including women took PAGE 02 
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Former J&K Chief Minister Farooq Abdullah and his son Omar cutting a cake 
during the inauguration of NC's new office in Gupkar on Tuesday. Pic, Twitter

Congress Demands Restoration Of J&K's Statehood
Press Trust Of India 

SRINAGAR: Senior Congress lead-
er Rajni Patil on Tuesday said the 
people of Jammu and Kashmir 
were angry about it being made 
a union territory and demanded 
restoration of its statehood as 
well as adequate constitutional 
safeguards for the protection of 
jobs and land rights.

"It is for the first time that a 
state has been downgraded to a 
UT and then bifurcated. The peo-
ple here are angry, they are wor-
ried about their jobs and their 
land. They say if the people from 
outside get the jobs here, what 
will they do. They say they had 
rights over their jobs and land, 
but have been deprived of that 
now," Patil told reporters here.

She sought immediate resto-
ration of Jammu and Kashmir's 
statehood and adequate constitu-
tional safeguards for the protec-
tion of jobs and land rights of the 

people of Jammu, Kashmir and 
Ladakh.

Patil, who is in charge of party 
affairs in Jammu and Kashmir, 
also demanded immediate re-
lease of all political prisoners, 
including PDP chief and former 
chief minister Mehbooba Mufti, 
who was released hours later on 

Tuesday.
Criticising the BJP government 

at the Centre over three recent 
farm sector legislations, Patil said 
that in 2014 the Narendra Modi 
government made huge promises 
of doubling the income of farmers 
and providing them much relief, 
but it seems all the promises have 

fallen flat on the ground.
"Such black laws should be 

rolled back. Otherwise, the farm-
ers will face huge losses, she said.

Talking about the alleged gang-
rape and death of a young woman 
in Hathras in Uttar Pradesh, the 
Congress leader said the woman 
was cremated in the dead of the 

night.
"The Modi government says 

'Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao', but we 
want to ask this government if 
daughters are not saved, how will 
they be educated, she said.

Patil said the Congress would 
fight the attempts being made to 
create polarisation in the country.

China Repeats Again: ...
based on the consensus reached by the two sides recently, neither side 
should take any action that might complicate the situation at the border 
region, so that bilateral efforts to ease tension will not be undermined.
"For a while, the Indian side has been stepping up infrastructure build-
ing and military deployment along the border with China. This is the 
root cause of tensions.
"We urge the Indian side to earnestly implement the consensus 
reached by the two sides, refrain from taking actions that will compli-
cate the situation, and take concrete measures to safeguard peace and 
tranquility along the border," he said.

Talks End In Deadlock...
the understanding reached by their leaders to not turn differences into 
disputes, authoritative sources here said there was no significant for-
ward movement on disengagement of troops from the flash points in 
eastern Ladakh. The Indian Army and the Chinese People's Liberation 
Army(PLA) are locked in an over five-month-long border standoff.
The sources said there was no breakthrough at the talks on disengage-
ment of troops and that India insisted on restoration of status quo ante 
of April at all friction points. The face-off began on May 5.
A joint press statement by the two armies after the talks on Monday 
that lasted for nearly 12 hours said both sides agreed to maintain dia-
logue and communication through military and diplomatic channels, 
and arrive at a mutually acceptable solution for disengagement "as ear-
ly as possible". The statement was released both in Delhi and Beijing.
The military talks took place at Chushul on the Indian side of the Line 
of Actual Control (LAC) in eastern Ladakh in the midst of massive prep-
arations by both the sides to maintain the existing deployment during 
the harsh winter months.
"The two sides had a sincere, in-depth and constructive exchange of 
views on disengagement along the Line of Actual Control in the west-
ern sector of India-China border areas," the joint press statement said.
It said both sides were of the view that these discussions were "posi-
tive, constructive" and had enhanced understanding of each other's 
positions.
"Both sides agreed to maintain dialogue and communication through 
military and diplomatic channels, and arrive at a mutually acceptable 
solution for disengagement as early as possible," the statement added.
"Both sides agreed to earnestly implement the important understand-
ings reached by the leaders of the two countries, not to turn differences 
into disputes, and jointly safeguard peace and tranquility in the border 
areas."
At the first informal summit between Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
and Chinese President Xi Jinping in April 2018, the two sides had em-
phasised on not allowing difference to become disputes. This under-
standing has featured in multiple statements by the two countries 
since then.
The summit had taken place months after the Doklam episode that had 
significantly strained ties between the two neighbouring countries.
The Indian delegation at the military talks was led by Lt Gen Harind-
er Singh, the commander of the Leh-based 14 Corps, and it included 
Naveen Srivastava, Joint Secretary (East Asia) in the Ministry of Exter-
nal Affairs(MEA). It also comprised Lt Gen PGK Menon, who succeeded 
Singh as the commander of the 14 Corps on Tuesday.
The Chinese side was headed by Commander of South Xinjiang Mili-
tary District Maj Gen Liu Lin.
The sources in Delhi said India also pressed for a comprehensive disen-
gagement and not a "selective one".
The PLA has been demanding withdrawal of Indian troops from several 
strategic heights on the southern bank of the Pangong lake to kick-start 
the disengagement process.
Indian troops had occupied the strategic heights in Mukhpari, Rezang 
La and Magar hill areas around the southern bank of Pangong lake after 
the PLA soldiers attempted to intimidate them in the area on the inter-
vening night of August 29 and 30.
Following the sixth round of military talks on September 21, the two 
sides announced a slew of decisions including not to send more troops 
to the frontline, refrain from unilaterally changing the situation on the 
ground and avoid taking any actions that may further complicate mat-
ters.
The sixth and seventh round of military talks were held with a spe-
cific agenda of exploring ways to implement a five-point agreement 
reached between External Affairs minister S Jaishankar and his Chinese 
counterpart Wang Yi at a meeting in Moscow on September 10 on the 
sidelines of a Shanghai Cooperation Organisation(SCO) conclave.
The pact included measures like quick disengagement of troops, avoid-
ing action that could escalate tensions, adherence to all agreements 
and protocols on border management and steps to restore peace along 
the LAC.

J&K Sees 8 More Coronavirus...
died at SMHS hospital in wee hours today, two weeks after he was ad-
mitted with bilateral community acquired pneumonia, they said.
Regarding other victims, they said two each belonged to Baramulla and 
Jammu and one each to Budgam and Rajouri.
With these deaths, the fatality count has reached 906 in Valley and 
437 in Jammu.
Srinagar district with 321 deaths tops the list followed by Jammu (227), 
Baramulla (132), Budgam (90), Pulwama (75), Kupwara (71), Anantnag 
(70), Kulgam (43), Bandipora(42), Rajouri (44), Doda (40), Shopian (32), 
Ganderbal (30), Kathua (29), Samba (24), Udhampur (23), Poonch (22), 
Ramban (11), Kishtwar(11) and Reasi (6). (With GNS inputs)

40 Travelers Among 677...
Bandipora 24, Ganderbal 22, Kulgam 9, Shopian 1, Jammu 121, Rajouri 
41, Udhampur 16, Doda 23, Kathua 7, Poonch 12, Samba 21, Kishtwar 
40, Ramban 9 and Reasi 23.
Moreover, they said, 796 more COVID-19 patients have recovered and 
discharged from various hospitals–398 from Jammu Division and 398 
from Kashmir Valley.

Mehbooba Mufti Released...
became the first woman chief minister of the erstwhile state of Jammu 
and Kashmir in 2016 as head of the PDP-BJP alliance, was arrested 
along with other leaders hours before Centre bifurcated the state into 
two union territories and abrogated its semi autonomous status.
She was first detained under Sections 107 and 151 of CrPC but later 
booked under the controversial Public Safety Act.

Initially, Mehbooba was lodged at Cheshma Shahi guest house and then 
shifted to another government guest house at M A Link Road here.
The PDP president was then taken to her residence where she remained 
under house arrest.
Mehbooba's daughter, Iltija, had challenged her detention in the Su-
preme Court, which last heard the case on September 29.
Former chief ministers and National Conference leaders Farooq Abdul-
lah and Omar Abdullah were released in March after over seven months 
in detention.
Meanwhile, Omar Abdullah took to Twitter to welcome Mehbooba’s 
release. 
“I’m pleased to hear that @MehboobaMufti Sahiba has been released 
after more than a year in detention. Her continued detention was a 
travesty & was against the basic tenets of democracy. Welcome out Me-
hbooba,” Omar tweeted.

Party Leader Moves NHRC...
NHRC has said that in case, the report is not received within the stipulat-
ed time, it shall be constrained to invoke Section 13 of the Protection of 
Human Rights Act for personal appearance of the authority concerned.
Chrungoo has filed the case with the NHRC along with a complaint from 
Vijay Raina, a sarpanch in south Kashmir’s Kulgam district.
He has sought intervention of the commission for direction to authori-
ties to provide security to all sarpanches and has said that if the same is 
not possible, at least authorities should try to induce a sense of fearless-
ness among them by other means.
The complaint to the NHRC alleged that despite repeated requests for 
providing security to sarpanches, no action has been taken by the ad-
ministration of the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir, and the cen-
tral government.
The NHRC said it was further alleged in the complaint that there have 
been open threats of intimidation and killing of minorities by militant 
groups like Hizbul Mujahideen, Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Moham-
mad and the sarpanches are feeling insecure and living in intense fear, 
according to the statement.
The main complaint filed by Chrungoo also includes a demand to is-
sue directions to institute a "Special Crimes Tribunal" in consonance 
with the decision of the NHRC in June 1999 describing that acts akin to 
genocide were committed against Kashmiri Pandits and a genocide type 
design may exist against them, it said.
The commission said the complainant has asked for a thorough inves-
tigation into the excesses committed against non-Muslim minorities in 
the erstwhile state of Jammu and Kashmir by militants.

Sarpanch Found Hanging...
that the family members of the sarpanch, who saw him hanging inside 
the house, immediately rushed him to a nearby hospital where doctors 
declared him dead on arrival.
A police official while confirming the incident said that the body was 
later taken to district hospital Bandipora for post-mortem and other 
medico-legal formalities.
He said that it was not immediately known as to why he took this ex-
treme step.
The official said that the proceedings under relevant sections of law 
have been initiated and further investigation has been taken up in this 
regard.

Pakistan Sets 5 Preconditions...
not mention the restoration of the special status of Jammu and Kashmir 
as one of the pre-conditions for restarting talks with India. He said Paki-
stan cannot recognise Article-370 because Pakistan’s quarrel is with the 
actual instrument of accession.
 “I am not making a protest against scrapping of Article 370. We are 
raising an issue because you have formally gone outside the UN char-
ter resolutions by making a permanent change to a territory I rightfully 
claim as mine. To the people who can’t bear the thought of being under 
Indian occupation. My quarrel is domicile law which is thrusting people 
on a Muslim majority to change its character,” he added.
Quoting former Chief Minister and National Conference patron Dr Fa-
rooq Abdullah’s recent interview with Thapar in which he had claimed 
that Kashmiris will prefer Chinese rule instead of India’s, Yousaf said 
that the world was calling out India over its August 5 actions.
"That's the reality. Kashmiris can't bear the thought of being Indian," 
he said.
He regretted that India had chosen to take a "unilateral" decision by-
passing the United Nations Security Council resolutions, as well as the 
bilateral Shimla agreement, signed between New Delhi and Islamabad.
"When you did something unilateral you had to bring in 180,000 troops, 
lie to the world that there was a terrorist threat and then Indian govern-
ment perpetrated terrorism on August 5. And a year later, you had to 
impose curfew,” he said
"When you say that the wishes of the people don't matter, that's where 
you go wrong.The day India recognises that only the wishes of people of 
Kashmir matter, this issue can be resolved," he added.
Yousaf alleged that India used its missions in one of the neighbouring 
countries of Pakistan to facilitate and sponsor terrorist attack at a five-
star Hotel in Gwadar, Chinese Consulate in Karachi and the Pakistan 
Stock Exchange.
“India spent $1 million to ensure the merger of different TTP factions in 
Afghanistan,” he added.

Pakistani conditions...
Release all political prisoners in Kashmir
End inhuman blockade and restrictions
Rescind domicile law 
Stop human rights abuses
End terrorism in Pakistan

Health Insurance Scheme...
comprehensive measures to ensure the coverage of each and every fam-
ily of the UT under the scheme, not covered by Ayushman Bharat.
“We are aiming to improve the health care system of J&K to make it best 
in the country and to provide universal health Insurance coverage to all 
the residents of the Union Territory,” LG, as per official spokesperson 
said.
During the meeting, the spokesperson said it was informed that the 
entitlement based health scheme is an operational extension of Ayush-
man Bharat- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojna(AB PM-JAY) under which 

an insurance cover of Rs 5 lakh will be provided per family per year to 
all residents of J&K, covering 15 Lakh additional families. 
“The benefits of the JK Health Scheme will be portable across the coun-
try in more than 23,000 hospitals under 1,589 packages,” the official 
spokesperson said.
He said that the LG maintained that the government was facilitating af-
fordable healthcare facilities for the overall welfare of its residents and 
all the stakeholders must work in a coordinated manner to ensure that 
its benefits percolate to each and every resident hassle-free.
The official spokesperson said that it was informed that a robust mech-
anism has been laid for the inclusion of families, as may be missing 
from Socio-Economic Caste Census-2011 (SECC-2011) data.
He added that while reviewing the status of registrations under JKHS, 
Sinha directed massive awareness regarding the New Health Scheme 
for JKUT, through print and electronic media. He said that the LG also 
directed for increasing the magnitude of registrations and called for 
100% saturation of the Ayushman Bharat scheme so that the maximum 
population can avail of its benefits.
“Reaching out to the people with sincere efforts like the JK Health Insur-
ance scheme will play a significant role in achieving the Government's 
objective of providing quality and accessible healthcare services to the 
people of J&K,” LG, as per official spokesperson said.

Zahid Tiger’s Killing A Huge...
he said. He said at Dadoora, there were three militants and all were 
asked to surrender. “Two of them fired on forces which was retaliated 
in which two militants were killed. The slain were Zahid (Tiger) and 
another one from Pakistan,” Singh said.
 “The killing of Zahid is a big success for the security forces. In the gun-
fight, we managed to save the life of a newly recruited militant from 
Doda district of Jammu,” he added.
About foreign militants present in south Kashmir, he said that many 
Lashkar militants from Pakistan are active in South Kashmir. 
“This year we managed to kill over 24 militants from Pakistan. All were 
associated with LeT. Their presence is threat to forces and civilians. Ef-
forts are on to kill the remaining foreign militants,” he said.
On highway attacks, the DGP Singh said that for the movement of 0.1 
percent militants on highway, security forces can’t block the road as 
there is 99.9 percent civilian movement.
“Frisking of a particular vehicle is conducted for the safety of public. 
At times, we establish contact with militants during frisking as seen in 
Nagrota this year where ammunition was also recovered,” the DGP said.
Replying to a query, DGP said that infiltration has been low this year 
as compared to previous years. “However, Pakistan continues to make 
attempts to drop ammunition through drones and efforts are on to foil 
their every bid,” he said—
He also asked forces to remain alert for ensuing by-election to Panchay-
at vacancies in Jammu and Kashmir
“Panchayat elections are taking place in near future and forces have to 
remain alert and vigilant as Pakistan and its sponsored agents do not 
want any democratic process to take place here,” he said.
He directed the officers to strengthen the nakas and augment the secu-
rity grids to enhance the security, a police spokesperson said.

Thrashing Of Youth Sparks...
to streets and staged a demonstration against the army ‘atrocities’. 
Chanting pro-Islam and anti-army slogans, the protesters blocked 
Rawalpora –Rangreth road demanding an end to the harassment by the 
soldiers when the convoys pass through the area.
“The soldiers have terrorized the locals. Every time a convoy passes 
through our area, the locals are taken hostage. The soldiers not only 
swing lathis to spread fear in the area but also hurl choicest of abuses at 
the passerby,” Bashir Ahmad, a resident said.
He alleged that the soldiers also prevent emergency services, like am-
bulances to ply on the road when the convoys pass through the area.
A woman protester alleged that the army convoys move in the middle 
of the road leaving any space for the civilian vehicles to ply on the road. 
“The soldiers atop the convoy vehicles keep on swinging their batons. At 
times, they hit the vehicles for fun. This is sheer harassment and abuse 
of power,” she said.
Srinagar based defence spokesperson; Col Rajesh Kalia told Kashmir 
Observer that he was trying to ascertaining the facts of the incident.

In A First, Family Questions...
north Kashmir heavyweight, Akbar Lone and Raja Aiyaz of Peoples Con-
ference. 
However, Rashid suddenly disappeared from the news after his arrest. 
His anxious family says nobody is talking about him or his release.
“We never thought the state would be so cruel to its own man and we 
wonder why nobody is even talking about him,” Sheikh Khursheed, Er 
Rashid’s brother and his family guardian, told Kashmir Observer.
Khursheed says his brother was first summoned by NIA in the year 2017 
and was given “clean chit” after questioning. 
“His detention in August last year is questionable,” the sibling says. 
“Why was he given clean chit if he wasn’t involved in anything?”
The authorities detained many Kashmiri unionist politicians last year 
and almost everyone has been released, Khursheed continues. “If ev-
erything is okay now in Kashmir, why isn’t my brother being released?”
Being the only family member to have met Er Rashid in Tihar Jail, Khur-
sheed describes the captive unionist as someone “in sound mind and 
weak body”. 
The Chargesheet
According to the NIA chargesheet, that Khursheed shared with Kashmir 
Observer, Er Rashid has an alleged close connections with “Hawala op-
erator” Zahoor Ahmad Watali, in the context of “fomenting secessionist 
ideology” through various public platforms in the valley and extending 
support to “terrorist and terrorism activities” in the region.
“It was revealed that it was at Zahoor Ahamd Shah Watali’s instance 
that Er. Rashid raised in J&K Assembly, the issue of release from jail of 
Qasim Faktoo, terrorist of Hizbul Mujahideen and husband of co-ac-
cused Aasiya Andrabi, incarcerated for the murder of a Kashmir pandit,” 
the chargesheet reads. 
The NIA chargesheet further reveals that Er Rashid extorted J&K police 
to revolt against government of India and has voiced opinions that tan-
tamount to creating a rift between army and police. 
“He has also justified the raising of Pakistani flags by protestors in Kash-
mir Valley to further the common cause of secessionists to secure seces-
sion of the state of Jammu and Kashmir from the Union of India as a part 
of a deep-rooted conspiracy,” the chargesheet reads.
Er. Rashid, the chargesheet says, has sought to legitimise United Jihad 

Council (UJC) and has shown “his allegiance with Hafiz Sayeed”.
However, Khursheed says his brother had never sought violent means 
to address the Kashmir issue.
“He wanted Kashmiris to address the issue politically. How could he 
endorse separatist ideology after taking an oath on Indian constitu-
tion? He just wanted a peaceful resolution,” Khursheed says.
Troubled Homemaker
In her 20 years of marriage with Er Rashid, 45-year-old Fahmeeda Be-
gum had never thought of spending and running house without her 
husband’s support.
“We last talked to him over a video call from the jail,” Fahmeeda told 
Kashmir Observer. “That call lasted for just 5 minutes. He spoke to his 
parents, brother and children. Before my turn could even come, the call 
got disconnected.” 
In her husband’s absence, she has been struggling to take care of her 
three kids and Rashid’s old parents.
 “Even pension hasn’t been released since last year,” she says. “Running 
house is very difficult. It’s because of Khursheed that we’re able to feed 
ourselves. Life is very tough without him. He should be brought back to 
the valley and kept in any jail so that we could meet him.”
Advocate of Non-violence
Abrar says his father would always guide the youth to choose non-
violent means to address their issues.
“I remember, around 3000 youth in Langate took oath under him in 
presence of interlocutors, that they won’t pelt stones,” he says.
It was on December 23, 2010, when around 3,000 residents of Langate 
took oath before the Delhi-appointed interlocutors to abstain from 
stone-pelting.
“We take pledge that we will not throw stones. But it has to be recip-
rocated by the Centre. They have to take a pledge that they won’t kill 
us while seeking resolution of the Kashmir issue. If you still shower 
bullets on us, we will march from Langate to parliament and Red Fort. 
If you don’t respect and reciprocate our pledge, we will be forced to 
launch an agitation,” Er Rasheed thundered, evoking a “we do” chorus 
from the crowd.
“As part of system, Er Rashid was badly treated by India,” the son says. 
“By detaining him, youth has lost hope on system now.”

Engineer Booked In Assets 
Case...
against Tariq Ahmad Ganie, Junior Engineer in Housing Board, Bemina, 
Srinagar, on the allegations that huge suspicious transactions have 
been made in his various bank accounts by the contractors/benefi-
ciaries which have been obtained by him in the form of gratification/
consideration pertaining to the various works of the department," the 
spokesperson said.
The official said a verification was conducted earlier into the allega-
tions against Ganie which revealed that he had six accounts in differ-
ent branches of the J&K Bank.
"As per the salary statement provided by the Housing Board, from 1st 
January 2018 to 30th September 2020, the accused JE has received a 
net payable amount of salary of Rs 10,08,892, which stands deposited 
in his salary account(s).
"However, it was found that in the same period, an amount of approxi-
mately Rs 3.30 crore have been deposited in six accounts of said JE 
through various transactions, which is disproportionate to his income 
(approx 3,000 per cent)," the ACB spokesperson said.
He said it was also revealed that this amount was deposited in Ganie's 
accounts by some contractors who have been executing works of the 
Housing Board, thereby clearly indicating that the accused has been 
receiving huge amounts as illegal gratification.
"The omissions and commissions on the part of Tariq Ahmad Ganie, JE 
Housing Board, constitute the offence of criminal misconduct punish-
able under sections 5(1)(d), (e) r/w 5(2) P.C Act, Svt. 2006.
"A team of ACB Srinagar conducted raids on the residential house of 
the accused at Chandrigam, Tral, where incriminating material hav-
ing bearing on the investigation of the case has been found and subse-
quently seized," the official said.

Lt Gen Kumar Takes Com-
mand...
zeal and enthusiasm. He asked them to always remain combat-ready 
to thwart the nefarious designs of adversaries and inimical forces 
while being in complete synergy with civil administration and para-
military forces, the spokesperson said.
Relinquishing the command, Lt Gen Gupta laid a wreath at the Ash-
wamedhShauryaSthal at the Nagrota Military Station in the memory of 
soldiers who made the supreme sacrifice for the nation.
He called upon all ranks to continue to strive for excellence, the 
spokesperson said.

4 Youth Held With Arms...
The official identified the arrested persons as Arshid Mushtaq Baghat, 
Nisar Bashir Baghat, both residents of BalporaWathora, Tahir Jahangir 
Dar of SheikhporaWathora and Adil Bashir Wani, a resident of Kral-
pora.
Police has registered a case number FIR no. 180/2020 under section 
18,19,20,23 Unlawful Activities Act in this regard and started the inves-
tigation, the official added.
Meanwhile, Police and army recovered on Tuesday five pistols along 
with 10 magazines and 138 rounds from a bag which was 'suspicious-
ly' laying in Teetwal area of north Kashmir’s Kupwara district, officials 
said.
Police post Teetwal received specific information regarding presence 
of a bag containing suspicious material at Village GundiShart, reported 
news agency GNS quoting a police officer.
Subsequently, the officer said, a joint party of police and army’s 6 JAK 
rifle conducted a search at spot.“During search a black colour bag con-
taining 5 9mm Pistols, 10 magazines, 138 rounds and two biscuit pack-
ets.” Police, the officer said, have registered a case (FIR No 78/2020) u/s 
7/25 I A Act and started investigations.

CASO Held In5 South Kashmir...
The hamlets that were brought under siege included ChugulporaKul-
gam (34 RR), Pahoo Pulwama (50 RR), PatlibaghPampore (50 RR), Pin-
jora Shopian (44 RR) and NahisaranImasahab Shopian (34 RR)
Sources said that no arrests were made during these operations. (KNT)
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Srinagar, Apr 23, KNT: The exploitation of private school teachers is 
continuing unabated in Kashmir valley as most of the schools have not paid 
salaries to the teaching staff since August 2019.

With COVID-19 positive cases emerging every day all over the Valley, the 
resumption of normal life appears bleak in the near future. And, teacher com-
munity employed in private schools has been badly affected.

"It was the month of March when we were expecting the salaries to be 
released but now, given the coronavirus pandemic, we have no hope either. 
Our struggle has gotten worse, to say the least," Manzoor Dar, a private school 
teacher from Shopian told KNT.

He added, "As we are observing that the administration is taking various 

This Day In History

From KO Archives
Passengers forced to 
walk 3km with luggage 
Observer News Service 

S
OPORE: Security forces have unleashed terror at 
Watlab on Sopore-Bandipore road for the past four days 
in the wake of a recent landmine explosion in which 
a securityman, Suresh Ku¬mar, was killed. People in 

general and the commuters and em¬ployees in particular are 
scared travelling on the route for fear of being belaboured by 
the personnel of 15 RR deployed at Watlab. 

Eyewitnesses told Observer News Service the passengers 
are brought down from the buses and forced to walk over a 
distance of three kilometres on either side of Watlab. The 
Ban¬dipore-bound passengers are forced to disembark at War-
pora and made to foot the distance upto Sangri top. Likewise, 
the Sopore-bound passengers have to come down at Watlab and 
walk three kilometres upto to Warpora. 

Lending a sadistic touch to the torment, eyewitnesses 
al¬leged, the security forces force the passengers, both men and 
women, to carry their luggage over their head all through the 
3-km ordeal. 

They said many a transporter were reluctant to ply their 
ve¬hicles of the route compouding the people's problems further. 

Reports said the hospital authorities here referred a 
villag¬er of Botengoo to Srinagar after his condition deterio-
rated fol¬lowing several dog bites. He had been beaten by the 
security forces at the Watlab camp after which dogs were set at 
him. He was brought to the sub district hospital where doctors 
re¬ferred him to Srinagar with multiple dog bites. 

(Kashmir Observer, October 14 ,2000)

•	 TRAFFIC POLICE : 9419993745, 01998-266686
•	 PCR: 0194-2452092,2455883
•	 PDD: 0194-2450213
•	 FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES :
            2479488,2452222,2452155
•	 CAPD: 18001807011
•	 SMC HEALTH OFFICER: 9469409081

SHIEK UL ALAM AIRPORT: 01942303311

•	 SRINAGAR: 0194-2103259
•	 ANANTNAG: 01932-228243
•	 BARAMULLA: 0194-102029
•	 BIJBHERA: 01932-228243
•	 PAMPORE: 01933-294132
•	 PATTAN: 01954-293507
•	 QAZIGUND: 01951-296153

•	 Sgr-Jammu highway - ( Open )
•	 Mughal Road - (Open)
•	 Srinagar- Leh- (Open)

DIAL-EMMA

AIRPORTS

RAILWAYS

HIGHWAY STATUS

PRAYERS
FAJR 5: 12

ZUHR 12: 16

ASR 4:21

Magrib 6:03
ISHA 7:22

•	 1322 - Robert the Bruce of Scotland defeats King Edward II 
of England at Byland, forcing Edward to accept Scotland’s 
independence 

•	  1758 - Battle at Hochkirk, Saksen: Austrian army beats Prussia 
•	  1773 - American Revolutionary War: The United Kingdom’s 

East India Company tea ships’ cargo are burned at Annapolis, 
Maryland. 

•	  1774 1st Continental Congress makes Declaration of Colonial 
Rights in Philadelphia 

•	  1805 - Battle of Elchingen, France defeats Austria 
•	  1806 - Battle of Auerstadt-French beat Prussians 
•	  1931 - Spanish Cortes agrees to separation of Church & State 
•	 1933 - Nazi Germany announces its withdrawal from the 

League of Nations. 
•	  1939 - German U-47 sinks British battleship HMS Royal Oak, 

833 killed 
•	  1943 - Japan declares the Philippines independent under 

President José P. Laurel 
•	  1944 - Allied troops land in Corfu 
•	  1944 - British troops march into Athens 
•	  1948 - Large scale fighting between Israel & Egypt 
•	  1952 - UN General Assembly first meets at its new headquar-

ters in New York. 
•	  1954 - Israeli act of revenge in Qibiya Jordan, kills 53 
•	  1957 - Queen Elizabeth II becomes the first Canadian mon-

arch to open the Parliament of Canada with the Speech from 
the Throne. 

•	  1958 - Malagasy Republic becomes autonomous republic in 
French Community. 

•	  1963 - Algeria & Morocco border conflict 
•	  1964 - Premier Nikita Khrushchev replaced by Leonid 

Brezhnev as General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party 
•	  1966 - 175 US airplanes bomb North Vietnam 
•	  1973 - Egyptian tanks move further into Israel 
•	  1976 - Nobel Prize in Economics awarded to American econo-

mist Milton Friedman 
•	 1976 - Soyuz 23 carries 2 to Salyut 6, but returns without docking 
•	  1979 - 100,000 demonstrate in Bonn against nuclear energy 
•	  1986 - Nobel Peace Prize awarded to Auschwitz survivor Elie 

Wiesel, for his efforts to ensure the Holocaust was remembered 
•	  1988 - Naguib Mahfouz is the 1st Arabic writer to win the No-

bel Prize in Literature. 
•	  1991 - Burmese opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi wins No-

bel Peace Prize. 
•	  1994 - Nobel Peace Prize awarded to Yasser Arafat, Yitzhak 

Rabin and Shimon Peres 
•	  1994 - NASA Space probe Magellan burns up in atmosphere of Venus 
•	  2013 - Eugene Fama, Lars Peter Hansen, and Robert Shiller 

win the 2013 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for 
their work on asset prices. 

•	  2014 - World Health Organization announce Ebola virus 
death toll at 4,447, and the fatality rate has reached 70%. 
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Office Of The  Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer   Budgam Kashmir

NOTICE
Whereas an application has been re-
cieved from one.
Shri : Sajad Nadeem S/o:   Ghulam Mo-
hammad Malik R/o:  Sehpora Magam  
owner of vehicle bearing  Registration 
No: JK04E-9369 for cancellation of hire 
purchase agreement with M/S J&K Bank 
B/U Magam. .
 Now therefore it is notified 
for the information of the general public 
that objections if any to the proposed cancellation of hire pur-
chase Agreement shall be filed in writing in the office of the As-
sistant Regional Transport office ARTO Budgam within a period 
of 12 days from the date of publication of this notice in the daily 
newspaper .
 No. ARTO/ BUDGAM.1614
 Dated  13-10-2020 Assistant Regional Transport 

officer Budgam Kashmir

Office Of The  Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer  Budgam Kashmir

 NOTICE
Where a application for transfer of owner-
ship has been recieved from one. Shri :  Ab 
Gani Najar  S/o:  Abdul Fateh Najar R/o:   
Checkpora Kalan Check No2 (Transferor) 

of LMV M 800. Vehicle bearing registration number JK04B - 0725.  
Chasis number 776879 Engine no. 143478 Model 2009. in favour of 
Shri.. Mohammad Rafiq Bhat  S/o. Ghulam Ahmad Bhat  R/o Zangi 
Bagh B.K Pora Chadoora Budgam (Tranferee) Now therefore it is 
notified for the information of the general public that objections 
if any to the proposed transfer of ownership shall be filed in writ-
ing in the office of the Assistant Regional Transport office ARTO 
Budgam within a period of 7 days from the date of publication of 
this notice in the daily newspaper Kashmir Observer.

Assistant Regional Transport officer
Budgam Kashmir

 No. ARTO/ BUDGAM.1611  
 Dated  13-10-2020

Government of Jammu & Kashmir

 Mechanical Hospital & Central 
Heating Division Srinagar

(Phone No: 0194-2496089, E-mail id: xenmhchdk@yahoo.in) Website: www.medkmr.or

(Short Term)
NIT No: MHCHD/TS/2020-21/163 

Dated:  12.10.2020

SHORT TERM NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Date of sale of tender documents. From  13.10.2020 to  19.10.2020 (2.00 P.M) 
Last date of receipt of Tenders. 20.10.2020 upto 2PM.

For & on behalf of the Lt. Governor of Jammu & Kashmir, sealed tenders affixed with Rs.5/- revenue 
stamps are invited from the registered firms/Govt. Contractors for the below mentioned work:

S. 
No

Description of work. Esti-
mated 
cost in   
Rupees

Amount 
of E/M,    

 in Rs.

Cost of 
TD in 
Rs.

Time Position
of Funds 

1 Servicing of 250 KVA Kirloskar 
make(engine n0: 6SL1500TA) DG Set at 
Govt. Chest Disease Hospital, Srinagar.

49650/-1000/- 200/- 07 Days Demanded

The tender must be accompanied with the requisite earnest money deposit in the shape of CDR/FDR 
drawn from any scheduled/national bank and pledged in favour of Executive Engineer, MH&CH Divi-
sion, Srinagar. The tenders found without earnest money shall be rejected out rightly at the time of 
opening of tender. 
The tender document can be had from the office of the undersigned during working hours against 
cost mentioned above, in the form of IPO/Demand Draft or Cash Payment. Tender documents shall 
be issued subject to production of certificates to the following effect:
1. Latest Sales tax clearance certificate/or as applicable as per new GST rules.
2. J&K State Sales Tax Registration Certificate/ GST registration certificate.
3. Documentary proof of having successfully executed similar nature of job in Government or 
Semi-Government Department.
         The tenders should reach the office of undersigned on 20.10.2020 upto 2 P.M and shall be opened 
on the same day or any subsequent date convenient to the undersigned in presence of the tenderers 
who may be present on the spot.    
             The envelope containing tender should properly be superscripted with Tender Notice no, Name 
of work and Name of tenderer.         

Sd/-
             Executive Engineer Mechanical 

Hospital & Central Heating  Division, Srinagar. 
NO: - MHCHD/TS/4610-16                                            Dated: 12-10-2020
DIPK-7318/20

SRINAGAR MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
GIST TO NIT NO. 35 OF 2020-21 

DATED:07/10/2020
For and on behalf of Commissioner Srinagar Municipal Corporation tenders are invited from Dealers of Automobile Spare Parts / 
Distributors and Authorised Dealers for the following works.

S. No. Name of the Work Quantity Total valve of 
the Work (Rs. in 
lacs.)

Bid Security 

(Rs. in lacs)

Cost of docu-
ment

Date & time of 
opening of techni-
cal bid

01. Supply of Spare Parts/ Conducting 
of Jobs  to the Corporation (Road 
Rollers ---02 No’s) Tiger Make 03 
Ton capacity detail mentioned in 
Annexure “A”    

02 No’s

                                                                                                                        

5.14 lacs     Rs.10000/- Rs.500/- 28/10/2020

Detailed e-NIT  with terms and conditions can be downloaded from the Departmental  website www.jktenders.gov.in   with effect  
from 08/10/2020 to 27/10/2020.

Sd/-
Executive Engineer Mechanical 
Srinagar Municipal Corporation

No. SMC/EEM/578-82 
Dated:-07/10/2020

DIPK-NB-2939/20

Office Of The Executive Engineer Sewerage 
And Drainage  Division No.II. (SMC) Srinagar.

CORRIGENDUM No. II TO
TENDER NOTICE No:-05/e-NIT OF 2020-21

CHANGE IN UNITS
 

  Kindly read Kg instead of No. in respect of S.No.19 of the BOQ for the works reflected in the NIT 
No.05 of 2020-21 dated:- 01.10.2020 issued vide endorsement No: SDII/20-21/1756-82 dated:- 01.10.2020.

All other terms and conditions laid down in the NIT shall remain same. 
          Sd/-

Executive Engineer, S&D Division IInd,
DIPK-NB-2944/20  SMC, Srinagar
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NOTICE 
It is notified for information of all concerned that Provisional Merit list of the candidates who 
have applied for admission to B.Tech. Engineering programmes for Academic Session 2020-21 
is available on the university website www.islamicuniversity.edu.in . The merit list is based on 
the JEE-2020 score as mentioned in the online application form submitted by candidates and 
supporting documents uploaded by them. Applicants who have not mentioned JEE-2020 score 
or have not uploaded the score card of JEE-2020 in the online application form were dropped 
from the merit list. 
Discrepancies (if any) in the merit list may be communicated through mail on 
admissions@islamicuniersity.edu.in by or before 15-10-2020, beyond which no claim 
whatsoever shall be entertained. The selection lists shall be notified subsequently.  
No: IUST/Acad/Admissions/20/595                                                                                                           Sd/ 
Dated:  13-10-2020                                                                                           Deputy Registrar, Academics 

MCB

MCB

Business Revival Package 
Progressing Well: Govt
SRINAGAR, OCTOBER 13: In order 
to provide assistance to business 
entities, the LG administration had 
recently announced a number of mea-
sures to provide growth momentum 
in various sectors of the economy. 
A comprehensive package of Rs 1350 
crore was announced by the J&K LG, 
Manoj Sinha in the previous month 
responding to the demands put forth 
by the UT business community.

In a review meeting taken by the 
J&K LG, Manoj Sinha, the Finance 
department informed about the prog-
ress on various financial components 
of the package.

The 5% interest subvention in 
favour of the business establishments 
was the main incentive extended by 
the LG administration. The Finance 
department informed  that govern-
ment order has already been issued 
on 1st October, 2020 and the neces-
sary modalities are being worked out 
by J&K Bank.

The department has further 

informed that the list of borrowers 
has also been received and interest 
subvention is being released within 
a week’s time in favour of eligible in-
vestors pending since 2014 and 2016.

A plethora of administrative 
measures were also announced si-
multaneously as part of this package. 
Regarding them it was elucidated 
that the first meeting with some two 
dozen borrowers was held on 9th of 
this month to restructure the func-
tional NPAs and standard accounts 
in a time bound manner.

Different Statutory Orders (SO) 
are also shortly being issued by the de-
partment to extend to 31st December, 
2020 the date of GST reimbursement 
claims up to the period of 31/03/2019.It 
further says that no demand has been 
received for the equity infusion by the 
financial institutions.

Regarding the streamlining 
the powers to sanction loans it was 
intimated that J&K Bank has duly 
streamlined the loan sanctioning 

process. Moreover it says that loan 
repayment schedule has been extend-
ed as per RBI guidelines and FITL 
guidelines for conversion of interest 
stands issued by the bank vide circu-
lar dated 25.08.2020 with moratorium 
process to be decided.

Revealing the achievement made 
by banks under GECL and Business 
Support Loan in UT of Jammu and 
Kashmir it was said that under GECL 
against 63621 accounts for Rs 1756.41 
crore an amount of Rs 1622.21 crore has 
been disbursed against 58437 borrowers.

Regarding Business Support 
Loan it was said that against 2128 
loans of Rs 118.76 crore Rs 47.90 crore 
against 1317 borrowers already stands 
disbursed. This quantifies to 92% of 
the borrowers receiving 92% of the 
sanctioned amount under GECL and 
62% approved under business loan, 
40% amount stands disbursed.

As far as Loans for business sup-
port to fresh borrowers is concerned 
loans have been sanctioned to 6998 

fresher borrowers as on 12th October, 
2020 and an amount of Rs 53.21 crore 
disbursed to 3516 youth. Moreover an 
ambitious target has been set to cover 
15000 fresh borrowers. Guidelines 
in respect of Business Support Loan 
(formerly covid-19 working capital 
demand loan scheme) and Business 
Support Loan scheme for Hotels & 
Guest Houses have also been issued, 
claims the ATR.

The facility of a Special desk for 
youth by JK Bank has already started 
and inaugurated on Oct, 01 2020. Bank 
has mobilized 1666 loan cases/appli-
cations involving an amount of Rs.46 
crore approx.

Regarding other matters it was 
given that the guidelines, circulars 
and instructions already stand issued 
by the department and the implemen-
tation of these measures are apace as 
per the comprehensive business re-
vival plan announced on the recom-
mendations of the high level commit-
tee framed by the government.

Webinar on Int'l Day 
for Disaster Risk Reduction
SRINAGAR : A webinar on International Day for 
Disaster Risk Reduction was jointly organised 
by National Institute of Disaster Management, 
Ministry of Home Affairs and Institution of En-
gineers (India), J&K State Centre, Srinagar, in 
collaboration with Divisional Administration, 
Kashmir, J&K Forest Department and Indian 
Red Cross Society, J&K Branch, Srinagar.

The webinar started with the address by Prin-
cipal Chief Conservator of Forests, Dr. Mohit Gera, 
who talked about the loss of precious forest cover 
and biodiversity, due to forest fires, due to human 
intervention. He said that the Forest department 
is taking all necessary measures to prevent forest 
fires and has constituted teams for response, who 
are being provided training and basic equipment.

He said that 190 fire control rooms have 
been established in Jammu Division and 100 in 
Kashmir. Measures like rejuvenating natural 
sources of water are being taken, besides resort-
ing to legal arrangements and involvement of 
SDMA, SDRF and Fire & Emergency Services 
and Panchayats for fire prevention.

Divisional Commissioner Kashmir, Pan-
durang K. Pole said that there has been a para-
digm shift from relief and response, to mitiga-
tion, early warning and risk reduction.

He urged upon all Additional Deputy Com-
missioners, in their capacity as CEOs of the 
District Disaster Management Authority to take 
the lead role and benefit from such webinars, 
which give opportunities to the administrators 
to know where we are and where we ought to 
be, by knowing the best practices being imple-
mented in other parts of the country and world.

He appreciated IEI and NIDM for organizing 
such webinars and requested that such webinar 
be held more frequently, to further build capaci-
ties of the stakeholders. President, Institution of 
Engineers (India) Er. Narendra Singh, informed 
that IEI which is the largest multidisciplinary 
organisation of engineers in India is celebrating 
its Centenary year, towards its service towards 
nation building. He mentioned that IEI has also 
established a disaster mitigation centre and focus 
is on how to reduce exposure to disaster risk.

LAWDA 
Approves 49 
Cases
SRINAGAR, OCTOBER 13: The 
Jammu and Kashmir Lakes 
and Waterways Development 
Authority (JK-LAWDA) today 
convened 110th meeting of the 
Building Permission Authority 
under the Chairmanship of Vice 
Chairman JK-LAWDA here.

On the occasion, 53 cases 
were decided in the meeting 
out of which 49 cases were ap-
proved, 03 cases were deferred 
and 01 rejected.

VC JK-LAWDA has re-
quested the people residing 
within the jurisdiction of LAW-
DA to apply for proper build-
ing permission through its 
Building Permission authority, 
before starting any sort of Con-
struction.

Pertinently the meeting 
was conducted in view of the 
powers vested on it under Con-
trol of Building Operations Act, 
1988 through Building Permis-
sion Authority, JK-LAWDA.

The minutes of the meeting 
of 110th will be uploaded on the 
official website of the Authority 
(www.jklda.org) once approved.
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F
ORTY-eight years after the 1971 war, which led to the in-
dependence of Bangladesh, each country involved in the 
conflict has institutionalised a distinct memory of the 
events of that year. In Bangladesh, the war is remem-

bered as the Bengali people's struggle against an oppressive 
Pakistan army.

In India and Pakistan, the war is often remembered as the 

Economy needs help

I
n a bid to stimulate demand in a pandemic-
wrecked economy, the finance minister Nirma-
la Sitharaman has announced a Rs 12,000 crore 
interest-free 50-year loan to states for spending 

on capital projects in a bid to boost the economy. She 
further announced a one-time Rs 10,000 interest-free 
festival advance to all its officers and employees as 
part of plans to increase consumer spending.  Similar-
ly the LTC Cash Voucher  comes as a big incentive for 
central government employees. According to finance 
minister, the private sector spending through LTC 
tax benefit would be at least Rs 28,000 crore, so the to-
tal demand boost due to the new schemes is estimated 
to be more than Rs 1 lakh crore. 

The economy needs a leg up at a time when the 
GDP has been in a freefall due to the ongoing Corona-
virus pandemic. So, the economy needs government 
to come out with measures to trigger demand. Putting 
more cash in the hands of the employees is one smart 
way of doing it.. But for the economy to recover faster, 
the government needs to spend more and also acceler-
ate the work on the infrastructure projects.

Earlier  in the initial phase of the pandemic, Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi announced a stimulus pack-
age of Rs 20 lakh crore to ease the devastating fallout 
on the economy of the  Covid-19 crisis.  The package 
comprised a facility of Rs 3 lakh crores collateral-
free automatic loans for business, including micro, 
small and medium enterprise (MSMEs). This  made 
borrowers with up to Rs 25 crore outstanding and Rs 
100 crore turnover eligible. Loans have 4-year tenure 
with a moratorium of 12 months on principal repay-
ment, Besides, there was 100 per cent credit guarantee 
cover to banks and NBFCs on principal and interest.  
This enabled 45 lakh MSME units to  resume business 
activity and safeguard jobs.  A large part of the pack-
age, around Rs 8.04 lakh crore, was the additional li-
quidity injected into the system by the Reserve Bank 
of India through various measures.

 The package went a long way to cushion the impact 
of Covid-19. But it is also true millions have already 
lost jobs and a prolonged shutdown of the economy 
has only piled on the misery.  While the fresh stimu-
lus package will offer a further relief, for economy to 
get back on feet, the  government  has  to open it more 
and more. Time has come to get around the pandemic 
and ensure that the fight against it and business ac-
tivities go together.

O T H E R  O P I N O N

Vaccine Allocation

L
ast month, Union Health and Family Welfare Minister 
Harsh Vardhan told the RajyaSabha that he expects a 
vaccine against COVID-19 to be available by early 2021. 
But he added a note of caution about the time it could 

take to reach everyone. On Sunday, he spoke again on the is-
sue: “Prioritisation of groups for the COVID-19 vaccine shall be 
based on two considerations — occupational hazards and the 
risk of developing severe disease and increased mortality.” The 
minister has done well to indicate the government’s priorities at 
an early stage — a vaccine for mass use is, by most estimates, at 
least three months away. But in the coming weeks and months, 
as the government gives shape to its plans, narrowing down the 
priority list, it will need to answer more questions. 

Choosing from among different sets of vulnerabilities is nev-
er easy. It is important, therefore, that the government opens 
the conversation to a variety of specialists — epidemiologists, 
ethicists, economists, patient groups, social scientists.

The WHO’s preliminary guidelines for vaccine allocation 
underline the significance of a deliberative procedure: “Employ 
best available scientific evidence, expertise, and significant 
engagement with relevant stakeholders for vaccine prioritisa-
tion… using transparent, accountable and unbiased processes 
to engender… trust in prioritisation decisions”. A consensus 
also seems to be emerging globally that allocation strategies 
should be informed by wide-ranging discussions. In the US, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention asked the National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) to 
develop a plan “to fairly allocate” a vaccine. NASEM reportedly 
conducted a public hearing in the first week of September before 
releasing its first draft.

The Drugs Controller General of India said, last month, that 
it would approve a vaccine “of at least 50 per cent efficacy”. Giv-
en the magnitude of the crisis, this low bar is understandable. 
But a less than 100 per cent sure inoculation could mean that 
plans to track the initial recipients will have to be developed in 
tandem with the allocation strategy. It’s important that a range 
of specialists are called in to join the dots, think through the dif-
ficult issues.

The Indian Express 
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Striking at Roots

S
OCIETAL TRENDS guided by the political elite have shorn
the teaching profession of its status and sanctity, turning it
into just another vocation with little to distinguish it from,
say, hawking garments on the streets. The adventurous, glam-

orous and challenging enterprise of kindling, illuminating and en-
lightening tender young minds has become a lack-lustre and
uninspiring activity devoid of its sorely-needed spirit, mainly be-
cause successive leaderships (if they deserve that name) have been
too occupied with other, more lucrative, concerns to bother about
what is the corner-stone of the well-being of a people. This has had
a direct bearing on the condition of schools and their performance.

By an ironic twist of circumstance, the teaching profession has
been for long, the last resort of the capable and the destination of
choice for those who are unable to fit in anywhere else. When the
screening process for entry into this field - on which the entire social
edifice rests - should have been highly stringent, it had largely be-
come a hit- and-trial exercise with the barest minimum regard for
talent, skill and temperament.

Having been active partners in ruining the state-run school sys-
tem, the ruling classes now abdicate all responsibility by dumping
the educational sector into the private lap. This is seen in the lavish
support to fashionable and prohibitively expensive private schools
and the mushrooming of lesser copycats who are making a finan-
cial killing in the absence of a dependable and affordable public
structure. It is nothing short of a scandal that parents should avoid
sending their wards to government schools on account of the latter’s
dismal record, and prefer seedy and crowded private options no
matter how mercenary they are.

Students cleared by the state-run school system in Kashmir
often barely make the grade in rudimentary literacy, particularly in
rural and remote areas. This is sought to be cloaked by the perfor-
mance of a handful of private schools, with no thought for the
colossal amounts spent on running a vast network of under-per-
forming institutions. Howsoever sound the system may appear on
paper, on the ground it is as rickety and run-down as the school
houses spread all over rural Kashmir chronically starved of staff and
proper equipment. Reports of under-manned schools, particularly
at the primary level, are a routine feature such areas, while insti-
tutes in the city appear to bursting at the seams with needless
staff, Schools in far-flung areas function at the sweet discretion of
their often lone teachers, and instances of just one or two tutors
handling multiple classes and hundreds of students are common.
The standards of such schools and the education they impart can
well be imagined.

The situation has been allowed to drift for far too long in the
hope that with time the growing, engineered preference for pri-
vate schools would phase the government system out of existence.
It remains to be seen how well measures taken in desperation, like
recruitments scrounged in haste,  are able to turn the tide for soci-
ety, particularly low-income, rural and agrarian classes for whom
state-run schools were the mainstay of hope.

O T H E R  O P I N I O N.....................................................................................

THE PAKISTAN women’s cricket team’s visit
to India for the World Cup has turned into

a security and logistical nightmare. First, the
team could not go to Mumbai, where its
matches were originally scheduled, after the
Shiv Sena started issuing its usual threats
against visiting Pakistani teams.

Now, hotels at the alternative venue of
Cuttack and neighbouring city
Bhubaneshwar have refused lodging to our
players out of fear.

Our cricketers now have to play this all-im-
portant tournament under virtual house ar-
rest, with their accommodation being pro-
vided at the clubhouse of the stadium in
which all their matches will be played. Every
other team will be staying in five-star hotels.

Discrimination Against Cricketers
N O  H O L D S  B A R R E D.................................................................................................
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This discrimination is undoubtedly unfair
and puts our team at a significant disadvan-
tage. The team has been conciliatory about
its treatment but the International Cricket
Council (ICC) should take note of this.

International teams have refused to visit
Pakistan over justified security fears. It seems,
however, that if we simply put international
teams at clubhouses in stadiums and refuse
to let them go anywhere else, the security
problem would apparently be solved.

No country, of course, would accept such
conditions to play cricket in Pakistan. Yet, our
women cricketers are expected to put up with
this in India. Additionally, the final of the
tournament is supposed to be held in
Mumbai. India needs to explain how our crick-

eters will be able to stay in Mumbai in the
current climate if we reach the final.

The ICC also needs to consider if India should
be allowed to hold multi-nation tourna-
ments at a time when it can’t guarantee safety
of all players.

It is now too late to reschedule the World
Cup and our pulling out of the tournament
in protest will only heighten tensions. We
should make clear that we are only playing
under duress and that such conditions are
unacceptable if any of our sportspersons tour
India again. Instead of appeasing the anti-
Pakistan extremists, the Indian government
must ensure the safety and comfort of our
players.

-EXPRESS TRIBUNE

NILOOFAR QURESHI

Kashmir’s Fate is Just Consequential!
DEAR EDITOR,

I would like to comment on the
letter, written by one Shoaib Bhat,
Kashmir Observer, Jan 22, titled, "Who
is Responsible For LoC Killings?" I
must say to Shoaib that, you seem to
know a lot.

If it is true, there should be
investigation and appropriate action
taken against those who provoked
peace and created this environment

of mistrust. Could you also tell us who
beheaded and mutilated the bodies of
the Indian soldiers? This should not
have happened in any case.

UN roles in Kashmir has been
minimised post 1971 for India. It is
just symbolic now.

It seems that the United Nations
has not played any role in this sector
for a long time. In my view, it is more
a political point on part of both these

countries, one wanting to and the
other avoiding its role in Kashmir.

It is not in the interest of any of
two countries India and Pakistan to
indulge in any misadventure here or
anywhere.

No one should man Kargil or other
higher reaches, the rough terrain and
all this is in the extreme frigid cold
and hostile environment. The military
on both sides should be minimised but

there is something that seems to
invite and incite the elements to
Kashmir. It is part of the history of the
sub-continent.

We need to overcome it for our
eternal peace. Unfortunately,
Kashmir's fate is just consequential!

Shoaib, keep writing and stay safe.
Khuda Hafez!

-VORSHAL
Via: email

FOR THOSE WHO HAD
PLACED THEIR BETS ON
‘AMAN KI ASHA’, 2013 HAS
CERTAINLY BROUGHT
BAD NEWS. BUT AREN’T
THEY THEMSELVES TO BE
BLAMED FOR EXPECTING
THE IMPOSSIBLE?

A LONG WAY TO GO

EXPECTING THAT the
venom of hatred infused
into their people over the
years by the leaders on
both sides could easily

and quickly be remedied merely by
the antidote of ‘Confidence Build-
ing Measures’ (CBMs) while they
themselves  continue to foster an en-
vironment of mutual mistrust!

The reaction of New Delhi and
Islamabad to the recent incidents on
the LoC serves as a grim reminder
that the basic philosophy of ‘build-
ing bridges’ through CBM initiatives
by increasing ‘people to people’ con-
tact is flawed.

Flawed, not because the concept
in itself is wrong, but because the
leaders themselves don’t seem to be
interested in setting an example by
displaying confidence in each other.
Though, both countries are now
showing some sanity in their deal-
ings, the damage done to the pre-
carious bilateral relationship between
the two by irresponsible statements
like “there can be no business as
usual” and “war mongering” has

undone whatever little may have
been achieved by the CBMs.

However, despite both sides re-
iterating that the bilateral ties had not
been derailed, the recent turn of
events suggest otherwise. New
Delhi, suddenly like a bolt out of the
blue, raked up the
issue of the rel-
evance of the UN
Military Observer
G r o u p
(UNMOGIP) on
the LoC in Jammu
and Kashmir.

Declaring that
“UNMOGIP’s role
has been over-
taken by the
Shimla Agreement
of 1972 between
India and Paki-
stan, signed by
the Heads of the
two governments
and ratified by
their respective
parliaments,” the
Indian representa-
tive suggested its
termination.

As expected,
Pakistan strongly
denounced New
Delhi’s contention
by saying that no
bilateral agree-
ment between the
two nations had
“overtaken or affected” the role or
legality of the UNMOGIP.

New Delhi initiated the
UNMOGIP debate under the garb of
better spending of resources allo-

cated for the Observer Group else-
where in difficult economic times.

However, as expected, this
‘noble’ proposition with fiscal import
failed to cut any ice as the issue un-
der discussion was an open debate
on peacekeeping and not on auster-

ity measures.
Why New

Delhi decided to
deviate from its
age-old policy of
‘letting the sleep-
ing dogs lie’ to
bring up the
UNMOGIP issue
and the timing it
chose to do so,
defies compre-
hension.  So,
while nothing
came out of this
debate, old
wounds were re-
opened and
normalisation of
the bilateral ties
between New
Delhi and
Islamabad has
taken yet another
body blow.

Islamabad too
seems to be itch-
ing for a chance
to ‘take on’ New
Delhi. Just a day
after the Jamaat-
ud-Dawa Chief,

Hafiz Saeed offered ‘asylum’ to
Bollywood star Sharukh Khan, Paki-
stani Interior Minister Rehman Malik
too joined in by saying that though
Sharukh Khan “is a born Indian and

he would like to remain Indian, but I
will request the government of India
(to) please provide him security.”

Not content with his ‘request’ to
the Government of India, Malik went
on to appeal to the Indian public that,
“I would like to request all Indian
brothers and sisters and all those
who are talking in a negative way
about Shah Rukh, they should know
he is a movie star."

While New Delhi may be an-
noyed at Malik’s ‘request’, the
people of India will perhaps remain
ever grateful to the Pakistani Inte-
rior Minister for enlightening them
with the fact that Shahrukh Khan is
“a movie star!”

Can bilateral ties between India
and Pakistan improve if Pakistan
agrees that the UNMOGIP is not re-
quired any longer in J&K and India
reciprocates by providing Shahrukh
Khan ‘Z’ category security?

Though the recent exchanges be-
tween New Delhi and Islamabad may
bring a whiff of humour into our lives,
the dismal future of the bilateral rela-
tions, which the present ‘line of en-
gagement’ portends, is disquieting
and sends shivers down the spine.

It is high time that leaders of both
countries stop behaving like school-
children and remedy the serious
‘foot-in-the- mouth’ disease, which
seems to have afflicted them. Till this
happens, ‘Aman ki Asha’ will remain
a distant dream and bilateral rela-
tions will become another ‘comedy
circus’!

NILOOFAR QURESHI is based in New Delhi and
can be reached at: niloofar.qureshi@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR,
Apropos news, ‘AFSPA Immu-

nity For Forces’ Sex Crimes Must
End’, Kashmir Observer, January
28, I want to say that we the
people of Kashmir appreciate
what Dr.Kiran Bedi said but who
has to initiate the action.

It is India who has to take the
action, but this country is never
ready to bother for innocent

killings and heinous crimes
committed by its army and such
all other agencies that too with
the help of Indian puppets of
Kashmiri origin.

-M. R. BABA
Via: email

‘IN CONCLUSION’ was a favourite
phrase of a teacher of mine — a man of scien-
tific qualification; a man who looked at you
and perceived atoms and molecules. Mr P, let’s
call him, for he very well may still be alive
monitoring the masses that passed through
his hands.

It was the Sixties, of course. The Hippie
Movement was winking naughtily from out-
side classroom windows, “Come out and taste
the freedom!”

The band Uriah Heep did indeed sing,
plaintively, Free Me, which may well have
been the anthem of many a classroom bound
schoolboy of that time.

It was also still the Years of Collusion —
between teacher and parent to ensure at all
cost that Johnny put his head down peered
into the laboratory microscope and averted
his gaze from the classroom windows. The
world outside can wait, a good education
couldn’t.

Tired of Thinking? Come to a Conclusion
If he were a cricketer — which I rather

doubt since he possessed not one jot of cricket
vocabulary in his speech — but if he were a
cricketer Mr P would have been categorised
as an all rounder. This is because he was three
science teachers rolled into one. He taught
Physics, Chemistry and when the frogs were
plentiful he was found in the
Biology rooms giving lessons
on dissection which non-bi-
ology-inclined ones like my-
self found hard to stomach,
especially the drawing of
blood or the severing of flesh in order to peer
at the undercoating and the insides.

“One has to have a stomach for these
things,” Mr P would instruct, directing his
words at the ones who’d gone a whiter shade
of pale and generally stood in the back rows
at the dissecting table so they missed a good
deal of what was going on.
PREPARING TO FACE LIFE: “Life is going to
toss things at you that are a lot harder to take,
so get used to it. In any case, you have to do it
yourself come exam time. It carries a good deal

of marks, remember.”
This generally got the ashen-faced ones

moving a few feet forward in a determined
effort to overcome their resisting wills.

Chemistry periods were about tables
with cryptic symbols and water that changed
colour magically with the introduction of dif-

ferent powders. I once remem-
ber naively being drawn into
taking a deep sniff from a
bottle of chlorine that nearly
took my sinuses for a walk
right out of my body.

Physics was about equations, balance
and sticking pins in paper while trying to
trace angles of reflection and refraction
through a thick glass slab.

Most things in Mr P’s class started out as
premises before gradually working their way
through a series of reasoning stages to a finely
drawn conclusion.

Dispute that, he’d say, pointing to a
solved equation on the blackboard. Of course,
who could? Especially who could who had his
head wrapped around other notions — those

of total freedom to pursue the pathways of
one’s own mind, frolic in the fields of an idyl-
lic nature and dream of writing lines that
rhymed and described life in a more natural
way — a way that had nothing to do with
science?

A young man dreaming is how I come to
view my school reports of that day and age
when I glance at them occasionally these
days yellowing in a plastic sleeve. Mr P obvi-
ously had a kind heart too for his marks
awarded to me in their own scientific way
reflect a kindness.

If the dissecting of a frog taught me any-
thing it pointed me in the direction of veg-
etarianism and a kindness to all animals great
and small. Science provided me with an in-
sight into laterality. That is, you could be
seated in the lap of science and be totally at
ease contemplating poetry.

Science didn’t care because ultimately it
seems everything is relative. There is no end,
no conclusion to be drawn because like some
wise person once said, “A conclusion is the
place where you got tired of thinking.”

KEVIN MARTIN

LIFE IN A
CLASSROOM OF

THE SIXTIES

Why New Delhi
decided to deviate from

its age-old policy of
‘letting the sleeping

dogs lie’ to bring up the
UNMOGIP issue and

the timing it chose
to do so, defies

comprehension. So,
while nothing came out

of this debate, old
wounds were reopened
and normalisation of

the bilateral ties
between New Delhi
and Islamabad has

taken yet another body
blow. Islamabad too

seems to be itching for
a chance to ‘take
on’ New Delhi.

Hail Kiran Bedi
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Striking at Roots

S
OCIETAL TRENDS guided by the political elite have shorn
the teaching profession of its status and sanctity, turning it
into just another vocation with little to distinguish it from,
say, hawking garments on the streets. The adventurous, glam-

orous and challenging enterprise of kindling, illuminating and en-
lightening tender young minds has become a lack-lustre and
uninspiring activity devoid of its sorely-needed spirit, mainly be-
cause successive leaderships (if they deserve that name) have been
too occupied with other, more lucrative, concerns to bother about
what is the corner-stone of the well-being of a people. This has had
a direct bearing on the condition of schools and their performance.

By an ironic twist of circumstance, the teaching profession has
been for long, the last resort of the capable and the destination of
choice for those who are unable to fit in anywhere else. When the
screening process for entry into this field - on which the entire social
edifice rests - should have been highly stringent, it had largely be-
come a hit- and-trial exercise with the barest minimum regard for
talent, skill and temperament.

Having been active partners in ruining the state-run school sys-
tem, the ruling classes now abdicate all responsibility by dumping
the educational sector into the private lap. This is seen in the lavish
support to fashionable and prohibitively expensive private schools
and the mushrooming of lesser copycats who are making a finan-
cial killing in the absence of a dependable and affordable public
structure. It is nothing short of a scandal that parents should avoid
sending their wards to government schools on account of the latter’s
dismal record, and prefer seedy and crowded private options no
matter how mercenary they are.

Students cleared by the state-run school system in Kashmir
often barely make the grade in rudimentary literacy, particularly in
rural and remote areas. This is sought to be cloaked by the perfor-
mance of a handful of private schools, with no thought for the
colossal amounts spent on running a vast network of under-per-
forming institutions. Howsoever sound the system may appear on
paper, on the ground it is as rickety and run-down as the school
houses spread all over rural Kashmir chronically starved of staff and
proper equipment. Reports of under-manned schools, particularly
at the primary level, are a routine feature such areas, while insti-
tutes in the city appear to bursting at the seams with needless
staff, Schools in far-flung areas function at the sweet discretion of
their often lone teachers, and instances of just one or two tutors
handling multiple classes and hundreds of students are common.
The standards of such schools and the education they impart can
well be imagined.

The situation has been allowed to drift for far too long in the
hope that with time the growing, engineered preference for pri-
vate schools would phase the government system out of existence.
It remains to be seen how well measures taken in desperation, like
recruitments scrounged in haste,  are able to turn the tide for soci-
ety, particularly low-income, rural and agrarian classes for whom
state-run schools were the mainstay of hope.
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THE PAKISTAN women’s cricket team’s visit
to India for the World Cup has turned into

a security and logistical nightmare. First, the
team could not go to Mumbai, where its
matches were originally scheduled, after the
Shiv Sena started issuing its usual threats
against visiting Pakistani teams.

Now, hotels at the alternative venue of
Cuttack and neighbouring city
Bhubaneshwar have refused lodging to our
players out of fear.

Our cricketers now have to play this all-im-
portant tournament under virtual house ar-
rest, with their accommodation being pro-
vided at the clubhouse of the stadium in
which all their matches will be played. Every
other team will be staying in five-star hotels.
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N O  H O L D S  B A R R E D.................................................................................................
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VIEWPOINT

This discrimination is undoubtedly unfair
and puts our team at a significant disadvan-
tage. The team has been conciliatory about
its treatment but the International Cricket
Council (ICC) should take note of this.

International teams have refused to visit
Pakistan over justified security fears. It seems,
however, that if we simply put international
teams at clubhouses in stadiums and refuse
to let them go anywhere else, the security
problem would apparently be solved.

No country, of course, would accept such
conditions to play cricket in Pakistan. Yet, our
women cricketers are expected to put up with
this in India. Additionally, the final of the
tournament is supposed to be held in
Mumbai. India needs to explain how our crick-

eters will be able to stay in Mumbai in the
current climate if we reach the final.

The ICC also needs to consider if India should
be allowed to hold multi-nation tourna-
ments at a time when it can’t guarantee safety
of all players.

It is now too late to reschedule the World
Cup and our pulling out of the tournament
in protest will only heighten tensions. We
should make clear that we are only playing
under duress and that such conditions are
unacceptable if any of our sportspersons tour
India again. Instead of appeasing the anti-
Pakistan extremists, the Indian government
must ensure the safety and comfort of our
players.

-EXPRESS TRIBUNE

NILOOFAR QURESHI

Kashmir’s Fate is Just Consequential!
DEAR EDITOR,

I would like to comment on the
letter, written by one Shoaib Bhat,
Kashmir Observer, Jan 22, titled, "Who
is Responsible For LoC Killings?" I
must say to Shoaib that, you seem to
know a lot.

If it is true, there should be
investigation and appropriate action
taken against those who provoked
peace and created this environment

of mistrust. Could you also tell us who
beheaded and mutilated the bodies of
the Indian soldiers? This should not
have happened in any case.

UN roles in Kashmir has been
minimised post 1971 for India. It is
just symbolic now.

It seems that the United Nations
has not played any role in this sector
for a long time. In my view, it is more
a political point on part of both these

countries, one wanting to and the
other avoiding its role in Kashmir.

It is not in the interest of any of
two countries India and Pakistan to
indulge in any misadventure here or
anywhere.

No one should man Kargil or other
higher reaches, the rough terrain and
all this is in the extreme frigid cold
and hostile environment. The military
on both sides should be minimised but

there is something that seems to
invite and incite the elements to
Kashmir. It is part of the history of the
sub-continent.

We need to overcome it for our
eternal peace. Unfortunately,
Kashmir's fate is just consequential!

Shoaib, keep writing and stay safe.
Khuda Hafez!

-VORSHAL
Via: email

FOR THOSE WHO HAD
PLACED THEIR BETS ON
‘AMAN KI ASHA’, 2013 HAS
CERTAINLY BROUGHT
BAD NEWS. BUT AREN’T
THEY THEMSELVES TO BE
BLAMED FOR EXPECTING
THE IMPOSSIBLE?

A LONG WAY TO GO

EXPECTING THAT the
venom of hatred infused
into their people over the
years by the leaders on
both sides could easily

and quickly be remedied merely by
the antidote of ‘Confidence Build-
ing Measures’ (CBMs) while they
themselves  continue to foster an en-
vironment of mutual mistrust!

The reaction of New Delhi and
Islamabad to the recent incidents on
the LoC serves as a grim reminder
that the basic philosophy of ‘build-
ing bridges’ through CBM initiatives
by increasing ‘people to people’ con-
tact is flawed.

Flawed, not because the concept
in itself is wrong, but because the
leaders themselves don’t seem to be
interested in setting an example by
displaying confidence in each other.
Though, both countries are now
showing some sanity in their deal-
ings, the damage done to the pre-
carious bilateral relationship between
the two by irresponsible statements
like “there can be no business as
usual” and “war mongering” has

undone whatever little may have
been achieved by the CBMs.

However, despite both sides re-
iterating that the bilateral ties had not
been derailed, the recent turn of
events suggest otherwise. New
Delhi, suddenly like a bolt out of the
blue, raked up the
issue of the rel-
evance of the UN
Military Observer
G r o u p
(UNMOGIP) on
the LoC in Jammu
and Kashmir.

Declaring that
“UNMOGIP’s role
has been over-
taken by the
Shimla Agreement
of 1972 between
India and Paki-
stan, signed by
the Heads of the
two governments
and ratified by
their respective
parliaments,” the
Indian representa-
tive suggested its
termination.

As expected,
Pakistan strongly
denounced New
Delhi’s contention
by saying that no
bilateral agree-
ment between the
two nations had
“overtaken or affected” the role or
legality of the UNMOGIP.

New Delhi initiated the
UNMOGIP debate under the garb of
better spending of resources allo-

cated for the Observer Group else-
where in difficult economic times.

However, as expected, this
‘noble’ proposition with fiscal import
failed to cut any ice as the issue un-
der discussion was an open debate
on peacekeeping and not on auster-

ity measures.
Why New

Delhi decided to
deviate from its
age-old policy of
‘letting the sleep-
ing dogs lie’ to
bring up the
UNMOGIP issue
and the timing it
chose to do so,
defies compre-
hension.  So,
while nothing
came out of this
debate, old
wounds were re-
opened and
normalisation of
the bilateral ties
between New
Delhi and
Islamabad has
taken yet another
body blow.

Islamabad too
seems to be itch-
ing for a chance
to ‘take on’ New
Delhi. Just a day
after the Jamaat-
ud-Dawa Chief,

Hafiz Saeed offered ‘asylum’ to
Bollywood star Sharukh Khan, Paki-
stani Interior Minister Rehman Malik
too joined in by saying that though
Sharukh Khan “is a born Indian and

he would like to remain Indian, but I
will request the government of India
(to) please provide him security.”

Not content with his ‘request’ to
the Government of India, Malik went
on to appeal to the Indian public that,
“I would like to request all Indian
brothers and sisters and all those
who are talking in a negative way
about Shah Rukh, they should know
he is a movie star."

While New Delhi may be an-
noyed at Malik’s ‘request’, the
people of India will perhaps remain
ever grateful to the Pakistani Inte-
rior Minister for enlightening them
with the fact that Shahrukh Khan is
“a movie star!”

Can bilateral ties between India
and Pakistan improve if Pakistan
agrees that the UNMOGIP is not re-
quired any longer in J&K and India
reciprocates by providing Shahrukh
Khan ‘Z’ category security?

Though the recent exchanges be-
tween New Delhi and Islamabad may
bring a whiff of humour into our lives,
the dismal future of the bilateral rela-
tions, which the present ‘line of en-
gagement’ portends, is disquieting
and sends shivers down the spine.

It is high time that leaders of both
countries stop behaving like school-
children and remedy the serious
‘foot-in-the- mouth’ disease, which
seems to have afflicted them. Till this
happens, ‘Aman ki Asha’ will remain
a distant dream and bilateral rela-
tions will become another ‘comedy
circus’!

NILOOFAR QURESHI is based in New Delhi and
can be reached at: niloofar.qureshi@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR,
Apropos news, ‘AFSPA Immu-

nity For Forces’ Sex Crimes Must
End’, Kashmir Observer, January
28, I want to say that we the
people of Kashmir appreciate
what Dr.Kiran Bedi said but who
has to initiate the action.

It is India who has to take the
action, but this country is never
ready to bother for innocent

killings and heinous crimes
committed by its army and such
all other agencies that too with
the help of Indian puppets of
Kashmiri origin.

-M. R. BABA
Via: email

‘IN CONCLUSION’ was a favourite
phrase of a teacher of mine — a man of scien-
tific qualification; a man who looked at you
and perceived atoms and molecules. Mr P, let’s
call him, for he very well may still be alive
monitoring the masses that passed through
his hands.

It was the Sixties, of course. The Hippie
Movement was winking naughtily from out-
side classroom windows, “Come out and taste
the freedom!”

The band Uriah Heep did indeed sing,
plaintively, Free Me, which may well have
been the anthem of many a classroom bound
schoolboy of that time.

It was also still the Years of Collusion —
between teacher and parent to ensure at all
cost that Johnny put his head down peered
into the laboratory microscope and averted
his gaze from the classroom windows. The
world outside can wait, a good education
couldn’t.

Tired of Thinking? Come to a Conclusion
If he were a cricketer — which I rather

doubt since he possessed not one jot of cricket
vocabulary in his speech — but if he were a
cricketer Mr P would have been categorised
as an all rounder. This is because he was three
science teachers rolled into one. He taught
Physics, Chemistry and when the frogs were
plentiful he was found in the
Biology rooms giving lessons
on dissection which non-bi-
ology-inclined ones like my-
self found hard to stomach,
especially the drawing of
blood or the severing of flesh in order to peer
at the undercoating and the insides.

“One has to have a stomach for these
things,” Mr P would instruct, directing his
words at the ones who’d gone a whiter shade
of pale and generally stood in the back rows
at the dissecting table so they missed a good
deal of what was going on.
PREPARING TO FACE LIFE: “Life is going to
toss things at you that are a lot harder to take,
so get used to it. In any case, you have to do it
yourself come exam time. It carries a good deal

of marks, remember.”
This generally got the ashen-faced ones

moving a few feet forward in a determined
effort to overcome their resisting wills.

Chemistry periods were about tables
with cryptic symbols and water that changed
colour magically with the introduction of dif-

ferent powders. I once remem-
ber naively being drawn into
taking a deep sniff from a
bottle of chlorine that nearly
took my sinuses for a walk
right out of my body.

Physics was about equations, balance
and sticking pins in paper while trying to
trace angles of reflection and refraction
through a thick glass slab.

Most things in Mr P’s class started out as
premises before gradually working their way
through a series of reasoning stages to a finely
drawn conclusion.

Dispute that, he’d say, pointing to a
solved equation on the blackboard. Of course,
who could? Especially who could who had his
head wrapped around other notions — those

of total freedom to pursue the pathways of
one’s own mind, frolic in the fields of an idyl-
lic nature and dream of writing lines that
rhymed and described life in a more natural
way — a way that had nothing to do with
science?

A young man dreaming is how I come to
view my school reports of that day and age
when I glance at them occasionally these
days yellowing in a plastic sleeve. Mr P obvi-
ously had a kind heart too for his marks
awarded to me in their own scientific way
reflect a kindness.

If the dissecting of a frog taught me any-
thing it pointed me in the direction of veg-
etarianism and a kindness to all animals great
and small. Science provided me with an in-
sight into laterality. That is, you could be
seated in the lap of science and be totally at
ease contemplating poetry.

Science didn’t care because ultimately it
seems everything is relative. There is no end,
no conclusion to be drawn because like some
wise person once said, “A conclusion is the
place where you got tired of thinking.”

KEVIN MARTIN

LIFE IN A
CLASSROOM OF

THE SIXTIES

Why New Delhi
decided to deviate from

its age-old policy of
‘letting the sleeping

dogs lie’ to bring up the
UNMOGIP issue and

the timing it chose
to do so, defies

comprehension. So,
while nothing came out

of this debate, old
wounds were reopened
and normalisation of

the bilateral ties
between New Delhi
and Islamabad has

taken yet another body
blow. Islamabad too

seems to be itching for
a chance to ‘take
on’ New Delhi.

Hail Kiran Bedi

editpage.ko@gmail.com

A Two-Faceted Technological Development

5
G technology is a new global 
wireless standard after 1G, 2G, 
3G, and 4G networks. 5G en-
ables a new kind of network that 

is designed to connect virtually every-
one and everything together includ-
ing machines, objects, and devices. 
This wireless technology is meant to 
deliver higher multi-gbps data speeds, 
ultra-low latency, more reliability, 
massive network capacity, increased 
availability, and a more uniform user 
experience to more users. Higher per-
formance and improved efficiency 
empowers new user experiences and 
connects new industries.

5G is the new and upgraded wire-
less communication invention that 
the global industry has chosen to con-
tinue ahead as the future of data trans-

fer and connectivity. 
For India, the constantly evolving 

need for higher speed, along with plans 
for smart cities, industrial automa-
tion, connected devices, etc., make 5G 
unavoidable. So, it becomes critical for 
both operators and the Government of 
India to develop and adopt it in a speedy 
and efficient manner. To take this for-
ward, India and Japan have finalised 
a pact which requires cooperation in 
5G technology, critical information in-
frastructure and artificial intelligence, 
among other things. After a meeting 
between Foreign Minister S Jaishankar 
and Japanese Foreign MinisterToshi-
mitsuMotegi in Tokyo, it has been an-
nounced that Japan agreed to be a key 
partner in the Indo-Pacific Initiative.

While the country is looking for-

ward to and making plans of adapting 
to a technology never seen before, an 
essential state of India lurks in the 
dark with restricted internet access 
barely making 2G accessible. 

August 5, 2020 marked a year of 
restricted and mostly, zero internet 
connectivity for Kashmir. On 5th Au-
gust, 2019, the Indian Government shut 
down all communication in the Union 
Territory, in order to maintain securi-
ty as a preventive measure against any 
mobilisation of anti-state elements.

A year later, the ban on high-speed 
4G remains in place and compels one 
to question: have the “preventive 
measures”, had any impact, at all? 

As of 16th of August, 2020,4G in-
ternet services were restored only on 
a trial basis in 2 districts of Jammu 

and Kashmir. The Central Govern-
ment has also defended the communi-
cation and internet blockades and has 
claimed ‘the slow 2G network service 
was enough to aid digital education 
and provide crucial public services 
during the coronavirus pandemic’, ac-
cording to PTI. The government also 
asserted that there have been no re-
strictions on accessing any websites.

With all this in mind, a central 
question remains, when different 
parts of the country are making plans 
to embrace the new technology of 5G 
services, is Jammu and Kashmir not 
virtuous enough to develop its re-
sources with the rest of the country?

FayezaAsad 
fayeza.mirza@gmail.com

Not Gunning For Jobs
The militancy is one aspect of the life in Kashmir that has remained unaffected by 

the revocation of Article 370. But it can't be resolved by offering employment to militants

L
ast week, the Lieutenant 
Governor Manoj Sinha of-
fered to provide jobs and 
entrepreneurial opportu-

nities to militants if they choose 
to surrender. Though there have 
been such offers to militants by 
the earlier governments as well, 
Sinha’s was unusual in that it came 
from a BJP-led union government 
appointee. BJP has invariably had 
an in-your-face hardline policy 
on security issues. Its solution to 
militancy is the elimination of all 
militants. Its politics has no space 
for rehabilitation of “terrorists”, 
let alone for an engagement with 
them. So, when the LG sought to 
accommodate the militants, it took 
many people in the Valley by sur-
prise. Moreover, this was a first of 
such offer by the J&K Government 
since the imposition of the central 
rule in June 2018 and the subse-
quent withdrawal of Article 370 
and bifurcation of J&K into two 
union territories in August 2019.

As was but to be expected, the 
BJP has reacted sharply to Sinha, 
saying the militants didn’t deserve 
rehabilitation but “bullet”. The 
party’s loudmouth regional chief 
Ravinder Raina said, “Who so ever 
picks up a gun against the nation 
will be eliminated”.  

But at the same time, the 
LG’s statement is the position of 
the J&K Government, which in a 
union territory is an extension of 
the central government.  So, it can 
be safely assumed that the LG’s 
utterances speak the mind of the 
centre on Kashmir. Sinha may not 
have made it clear so far as the out-
reach to militants is concerned but 
he did tell the families of the three 
Rajouri youth killed recently in a 
staged encounter at Shopian that 
he was promising justice to them 
on behalf of the Prime Minister 
NarendraModi.

Centre has every reason to 
reach out to militants. The mili-
tancy is one aspect of the life in 
Kashmir that has remained unaf-
fected by the revocation of Article 

370. Over the course of the past 
fourteen months, the militancy 
has held steady despite an expo-
nential increase in the killings of 
the militants. So far, 190 militants 
and around 50 security personnel 
have been killed this year.  Consid-
ering there were around 200 mili-
tants in Kashmir in the beginning 
of this year, there should have 
been no militancy left by now. But 
that is not the case. The depleted 
ranks of the militant groups con-
tinue to be filled by the twin local 
recruitment and the influx from 
across the border.  

True, the number has often 
sharply declined over the past year 
but this has hardly lessened the 
challenge of militancy. In the past 
too, when the Valley had no more 
than a hundred militants (2012-13) 
and South Kashmir which now 
boasts of around 110 militants had 
just 15 of them, the Valley was not 
peaceful. Also, the militancy has 
often returned from the dead. In 
2011, security forces had almost 
wiped out the Valley-based top 
HizbulMujahideen leadership 
with the killing of its senior-most 
commanders MushtaqJanghi and 
Dawood, but this didn't finish off 
the outfit.

Every year, over the past five 
years, security forces have killed 
an average of over 200 militants 
a year. But the militancy has still 
continued; earlier replenished 
mostly by the foreigners, now 
largely by locals. The pattern 
of the replenishment has only 
strengthened since the killing of 
the popular HizbulMujahideen 
militant commander Burhan-
Wani. Most of the local  recruit-
ment as the figures testify have 
taken place in South Kashmir  and 
the trend hasn’t abated despite the 
increase in militants killings - al-
beit, it may have reduced in past 
several months.

One reason for this is the over-
whelming public support that the 
militancy enjoys in the region. 
Ever since Wani rose on the scene 

around 2014-15, thousands have 
continued to attend funerals of 
militants — that is, until the ad-
ministration stopped giving bod-
ies of fallen militants to their fami-
lies citing Covid-19 pandemic.

True, erasure of J&K autono-
my has ushered in new factors. It 
has in one fell swoop integrated 
J&K into India, passed the admin-
istration of the state turned union 
territory directly into the hands of 
New Delhi enabling it to control 
political dissent by disproportion-
ately raising the cost for it. This 
has drastically narrowed the space 
for a viable mainstream political 
or civil society opposition to abro-
gation of autonomy and wiped it 
out for the separatist politics. The 
situation is such that whatever is 
visible to the state, it either tries 
to shape it in its own image and if 
it can’t, it suppresses it with all the 
might at its command.

But the militancy being un-
derground escapes government’s 
controlling power. More so, the 
willingness of the militants to die 
in pursuit of their cause. True, 
the government can try and kill 
its way through the problem, but 
simultaneous replenishment of 
the militants’ ranks through fresh 
recruitment and the influx of for-
eigners has frustrated the govern-
ment efforts.  And as the past three 
decades testify, it is unlikely that 
the factors animating the mili-
tancy, both sentimental and struc-
tural, will change. Only way the 
militancy can be effectively man-
aged is if government can end the 
recruitment to its ranks. But this 
it is unlikely be able to do in the 
foreseeable future. Hence the offer 
of jobs. One thing that this govern-
ment would not do is to embark on 
a meaningful political engagement 
to address the issues underlying 
the long-running conflict in the 
Valley. A permanent solution only 
lies therein.  

The author is the Political 
Editor of Kashmir Observer

Riyaz Wani

Centre has every 
reason to reach 

out to militants. The 
militancy is one 
aspect of the life in 
Kashmir that has 
remained unaffected 
by the revocation of 
Article 370. Over the 
course of the past 
fourteen months, the 
militancy has held 
steady despite an 
exponential increase 
in the killings of the 
militants.
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Gandhianism: A melioristic 
idea of a ‘universal gadfly’

“Non-violence is the greatest force at the disposal of mankind. It is mightier than 
the mightiest weapon of destruction devised by the ingenuity of man.”

Salika RaShid

T
he above lines were articulated 
by one of the towering figures 
of the world whose instrument 
of transforming the society 

was based on the notion of love, cour-
age, self-analysis, patience, tolerance, 
humility, ahimsā and Satyagraha.

This eminent figure practised the 
already present principles and philos-
ophies of non-violence and truth by ex-
perimenting with them in every facet 
of life. The man whose moral dictums 
became the symbol of “resolute will 
and determination” and the courage 
of conquering “evil with good” against 
apartheid in South Africa made people 
to confer upon him the cognomen, Ma-
hatma. American historian, Will Du-
rant, best known for writing The Story 
of Civilization, rightly remarked that 
“Not since Buddha has India so re-
vered any man. Not since St. Francis 
of Assissi has any life known to histo-
ry been so marked by gentleness, dis-
interestedness, simplicity of soul and 
forgiveness of enemies. We have the 
astonishing phenomenon of a revolu-
tion led by a Saint”.

Mohan das Karamchand Gandhi, 
a lawyer by profession, eliminated the 
darkness of colonialism by becoming 
the torchbearer of freedom moment 
and ultimately making people drink 
the pearl of liberation. Although he 
was influenced by Russian author Leo 
Tolstoy, English art critic John Ruskin 
and American writer Henry David Tho-
reau but his philosophy had the “fresh-
ness and originality”. He was deeply 
inspired by the sacred religious texts 
which include the Quran, the Bible, 
Gita and Upanishads. Buddhism and 
Jainism also left profound impressions 
on his mind. Tolstoy enunciating on 
social service, power and Thoreau’s 
selfexperiments and civil disobedience 
gave Gandhi the technique of utilis-
ing non-violence for solving major and 
minor social and political issues. Thus 
these influencers implanted in him the 
seed of “simple and service-oriented 
personality” and he polished them in a 
remarkable way. Gandhi not only pro-
pounded or emphasised the notion of 
Non- violence and Truth but he walked 
through these principles; he engrained 
and absorbed these tenets to the depth 
of its core.

Non- violence and Truth: The kernel of 
Gandhi’s philosophy

According to Gandhi, Non- violence 
and Truth are inextricably bound to-
gether and it’s hard to untangle them; 
he allots a superior position to the latter 
one because he contends, it is the end 
which can be achieved by the means 
of ahimsā. He highlighted ‘means’ and 
‘end’ in order to assert the significance 
of journey and destiny; both are un-
alienable to each other. Furthermore, 
underlining the notion of ahimsā, 
Gandhi defined negative and positive 
element of it where the latter aids in 
discerning the essence of the former. 
The word ahimsa is inferred as a non- 
injury to any living being but Gandhi 
goes beyond this by defining ahimsā, 
a method of avoiding violence in any 
form whether thought, action or deeds. 
Gandhi took the notion of non-violence 
from Jainism but he didn’t heed to its 
rigid perspective rather he opined non-
violence in certain circumstances is 
inevitable. He states “injury to any life 
can be an act of violence under certain 
conditions which include anger, pride, 
hatred and bad intention”. Thus, the 
negative connotation of ahimsā is non-
injury. Gandhi posits,

“In non-violence, one restrains 
all impulses. There is non-violence in 
violence as in the case of using violent 
methods to restrict the activities of a 
drunkard. As long as we live a mun-
dane life, we cannot escape violence, 
but it is possible for us to restrict our-
selves. Ahimsa is thus the highest type 
of renunciation”.

Gandhi explained non-violence as 
the soul-force, a weapon of the strong 
while violence as the sign of weakness. 
He elucidates that the one who is vio-
lent conceals his/her anger under the 
cloak of violence accordingly exhibit-
ing his inward fear through outward 
anger/violence. One can contend that 
Gandhi finds non-violence like a “ra-
dium, which works silently and cease-
lessly, and transforms the whole mass 
of the diseased tissue into a healthy 
one”; similarly an infinitesimal quanti-
ty of true ahimsā can bring out an egali-
tarian society. Drawing inspiration 

from the Gandhi film director and pro-
ducer Lord Richard Attenborough said, 
“When asked what attribute he most 
admired in human nature, Mahatma 
Gandhi replied, simply and immediate-
ly, ‘Courage’. ‘Nonviolence’, he said, ‘is 
not to be used ever as the shield of the 
coward. It is the weapon of the brave.” 
Thus, one can speculate that Gandhian 
Ahimsā is based on the foundation of 
courage, love, self-restraint, and faith 
in God.

Love which is the strongest force in 
the world becomes the substratum for 
Gandhian philosophy of Ahimsā. Gan-
dhi believes it is the love which cleans 
the inner self and elicits the feelings 
like “compassion, tolerance, generosity 
and sympathy for others”. The absence 
of ill - will that Gandhi defends is not 
only confined for near ones/relatives 
but also for the opponents; according to 
Gandhi “Ahimsā is the largest love and 
the greatest charity”.

Gandhi associates the concept of 
God with Ahimsā. He contends that true 
faith in God will assist an individual in 
achieving the tenet of ahimsā. It is pre-
requisite to generate the inner strength 
for attaining the faith, which eventu-
ally will act as a catalyst for developing 
the love for humanity. Gandhi says,

“Non-violence succeeds only when 
we have a living faith in God. Buddha, 
Jesus, Mohammed, they were all war-
riors of peace in their own style. We have 
to enrich the heritage left by these world 
teachers. God has His own wonderful 
way of executing His plans and choosing 
His instruments. The prophet and Abu 
Bakr trapped in a cave were saved from 
their persecutors by a spider which had 
woven its web across the mouth of that 
cave. All the world teachers, you should 
know, began with a zero”.

It is essential to comprehend the 
paradigm of ahimsā that Gandhi has 
put forth. The ending of desires and 
the elimination of evil from the hearts, 
acquired the highest seat in the 
Gandhian philosophy of non-violence. 
The simplicity and profundity of his 
message of love pellucidly make one 
realize that being selfless in love with-
out any motive of gaining in return, 
elevates an individual to the highest 
state of ahimsā. As Gandhi rightly as-
serted, “Love never claims, it ever 
gives. Love ever suffers, never resents 
never revenges itself.”

Gandhi was a strong votary of 
truth, he placed truth before non-vi-
olence. He claimed, “As a Jain muni 
once rightly said, I was not so much a 
votary of ahimsa as I was of truth, and 
I put the latter in the first place and the 
former in the second. For, as he put it, I 
was capable of sacrificing non-violence 
for the sake of Truth. In fact, it was in 
the course of my pursuit of Truth that I 
discovered non-violence”.

He calls truth as the “moral virtue” 
which can be acquired through “fear-
lessness and nonpossession” because 
of these two one can stand against the 
injustice. And this will aid in realiz-
ing the truth in “metaphysical sense 
in which it is identical with God”. He 
states the truth is “a cornerstone of the 
edifice” that leads to the path of God. He 

asserted “Ahimsa is my God, and Truth 
is my God. When I look for Ahimsa, 
Truth says ‘Find it through me’. When 
I look for Truth, Ahimsa says, ‘Find it 
out through me’. But he made a distinc-
tion between the relative and absolute 
truth; according to him the glimpses of 
the former one can be achieved but the 
absolute truth is hard to achieve.

On this Gandhi opines, “The rela-
tive truth must, meanwhile, be my bea-
con, my shield and buckler. Even the Hi-
malayan blunders have seemed trifling 
to me because I have kept strictly to this 
path. I have gone forward according to 
my light. Often in my progress, I have 
had my faint glimpse of the Absolute 
Truth, God and daily the conviction is 
growing on me that he alone is real and 
all else is unreal...he who would go in 
for novel experiments must begin with 
himself. That leads to a quicker discov-

ery of Truth, and God always protects 
the honest experimenter”.

What is theoretical can be brought 
to practice when the true emphasis is 
laid upon values that Gandhi put forth. 
Therefore, it is imperative to under-
stand the technique of ahimsa in or-
der to achieve the moral virtue of life. 
He expressed that the truth should be 
of the speech, action, thought and it 
could be achieved through constant ef-
fort and discipline. It is in the truth, all 
knowledge is encapsulated and what is 
outside it is not the truth and hence is 
not knowledge. He calls Satyagraha as 
the truth- force against “violence, evil 
and injustice”. It is this force which 
can create an equilibrium, that is, evil 
can’t be demolished with evil rather 
what Gandhi propounded, eye for an 
eye leaves the whole world blind stands 
true in this context.

In Satyagraha, the method of “con-
version” is used instead of “coercion”. 
Gandhi believed that there is no enemy 
or opponent but just wrongdoers who 
would come to the right path only by the 
force of love and “change of the heart” 
should be the objective for achieving 
an end. Gandhi while differing to relate 
passive resistance with Satyagraha, 
propounded Satyagraha does not in-
volve any element of force not is there 
any element of injury. Moreover, it has 
the highest respect for the law- Law of 
Truth and God. It is based on the notion 
of appeal rather than force.

In a nutshell, it postulates the anni-
hilation of the disease, not the one who 
is affected by it. The base of Satyagraha 
is love, suffering, divine love – God. And 
the Satyagrahi has to be disciplined, 
honest, open-minded, determined and 
fearless. It is worth to mention what 

Former US Vice-President and environ-
mentalist Al Gore stated, “Mahatma 
Gandhi’s philosophy of satyagraha can 
be translated to mean truth force. It is 
this truth-force which can help us to 
fight this battle honestly and with peo-
ple’s participation.”

Is Gandhian philosophy Utopian?
It is important to question the per-

tinence of Gandhi in the contemporary 
time period. Many claim that Gandhian 
philosophy at present is limited to the 
classroom and books; they are scepti-
cal if at all it can ameliorate the social, 
economic and political havoc generated 
not only in the Indian subcontinent 
but also in the world. What is palpable 
is the chasm that the world is encoun-
tering with the rise in nationalistic 
fervour, intolerance, moral hypocrisy, 
violence and political populism across 

the globe. If this is the current status 
quo then it is important to not only give 
prominence to Gandhi’s theories and 
philosophies but to utilize them in or-
der to dust off the menaces prevailing 
all across the globe.

Gandhi came as a herald to bring 
the political transformation in a coun-
try which was scuffling with so many 
other challenges. Gandhi believed that 
attainment of political emancipation 
from the colonist won’t suffice the 
cause until the social disparity and an-
tagonism are not eradicated from its 
core. It is the essence of diverse India 
one finds mélange of culture, religion 
and ethnicity in camaraderie with each 
other. But when it is in threat then it 
is indispensable for us to assimilate 
Gandhian teaching into practice.

The social disparities in the form of 
atrocities against the women, minori-
ties- Dalits and Muslims are prolifer-
ating day by day. The mushrooming 
of lynching cases has become the new 
normal for India. Hyderabad gang rape, 
Asifa or the recent Hathras gang rape 
– all such horrendous atrocities - call 
for Gandhian doctrines. Gandhi rightly 
said, “The day a woman can walk freely 
on the roads at night, that day we can 
say that India has achieved indepen-
dence.” Gandhi emphasised on educa-
tion – the only way of eradicating perils 
from society.

Furthermore, one concedes that 
resentment breeds vengeance and 
when this takes the shape of politi-
cal colour then tolerance, sympathy 
and love which is the sine qua non 
for unity becomes elusive. In one of 
the article of Moulana Wahiduddin 
Khan, Fulfilling Gandhiji’s unful-
filled mission states, “In this world, 
unity is achievable only by learning 
to unite in spite of differences, rather 
than insisting on unity without differ-
ences. For their total eradication is an 
impossibility. The secret of attaining 
peace in life is the tolerance of the dis-
turbance of the peace”.

Therefore, Gandhi’s philosophy of 
non-violence is the elixir which can sta-
bilize the society plunged into a disas-
trous dungeon. Gandhi the progenitor of 
non-violence enunciated on every issue 
that threatened India’s stability. From 
being secular to the promotion of peace 
or importance of ethics Gandhi voiced 
on every subject. His idealism or utopia-
nism was “completed by realism”.

Can Gandhian philosophy rejuvenate 
Kashmir? 

The question that besieges the 
mind of the people is how would have 
Gandhi and his philosophy tackled the 
question of Kashmir. Do we need to 
give primacy to Gandhian doctrines in 
order to placate the suffering and pains 
of the natives? Gandhi- exalted as the 
“prophet of peace” gave prominence to 
the will of the Kashmiri people. Ram-
chander Guha, a historian, states in his 
article titled as “ Gandhi in Kashmir, 
Gandhians on Kashmir” that Gandhi’s 
visit to Kashmir in 1947, had two aims: 
to get Sheikh Abdullah released from 
the prison and to comprehend what 
Kashmiri people were thinking.

It is crucial for us to understand 
how Gandhi prioritised on people’s 
opinion, something lacking in the 
current political context. He never fa-
voured the State’s coercive measures 
or Maharaja’s oppression because he 
was an ardent disciple of non-violence 
and peace. Gandhi would have sur-
prised and at the same time outraged 
with the unilateral decision of the cen-
tral government on Kashmir which 
excluded the consent of the people al-
together. The decision ‘for them’ didn’t 
include ‘them’ thus eventually generat-
ing the political vacuum in the valley, 
sabotaging the other sectors with its 
domino effect. Gandhi accentuated de-
bate, discourse and negotiations as the 
ways of figuring out the problems. The 
strife-torn region can’t survive until 
proper deliberations and talks are not 
held with the consensus of the people 
of the valley. While emphasising on the 
peaceful measure and upholding the 
rights Gandhi remarked, “I shall dance 
with joy even if everybody in Kashmir 
has to die in defending his land.”

It is the need of an hour in these 
dark times to get back to the teachings 
of Gandhi, a pacifist whose ideals and 
principles gave prominence to the truth 
in action, speech, and deed.

.....
The author is a student 

of Delhi University

It is important to question the 
pertinence of Gandhi in the contemporary 

time period. Many claim that Gandhian 
philosophy at present is limited to the classroom 
and books; they are sceptical if at all it can 
ameliorate the social, economic and political 
havoc generated not only in the Indian 
subcontinent but also in the world. 
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Government of Jammu & Kashmir

Office Of The Executive Engineer R&B Division Sopore.
NOTICE   INVITING TENDER 

 NIT No-  129    of RnB-Sopore of 2020-2021 e-tendering   DATED-     12 -10. 2020.

For and on behalf of theLt. Governor, J&K e-tenders (in Single Cover System) are invited on item rate basis from approved and eligible contractors  registered 
with J&K State Govt., CPWD, Railways and other State/Central Governments for the following works:

S, NO Name of Work Est.
Cost
(Rs. In Lacs)

Cost of
T/ DOC
(In Rs)

E/M 
(In Rs)

Time  In 
days

T& D 
of Opening
of  Bid

Class of
Contractor

Major Head 
of Account 

Position 
of AAA

1 Improvement/ upgradation of 
various roads in Sopore Con-
stituency Ziyarath Sharief Tujjar ( 
Sheikhpora Batlipora) by way of  
P/L WBM grade Ist in patches incl. 
laying of  RCC pipes.

3.70 lacs 200/- 7400/- 15 days        20.10. 
2020

DEE
4059 
State sector

Accorded

Position of funds:  Available
The Bidding documents consisting of  qualifying information, eligibility criteria, specifications, Drawings, bill of  quantities (B.O.Q), Set of terms and condi-
tions of contract and other detail s can be seen/downloaded from the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in as per schedule of dates given below:

01. Date of issue of Tender Notice             12.10.2020
02. Period of downloading of bidding documents From     12.10.2020(10.00A.M) to 19-10-2020 (4.00P.M)
03. Bid submission start date            12 .10.2020from (10.00A.M)
04. Bid submission end date             19-10 -2020upto (4.00 P.M)
05. Date & time of opening Bids (on line)            20-10-2020 at (11.00 A.M) in the Office of the Executive  Engineer 

R&B Division Sopore

1:         It is  compulsory for bidders to upload the additional performance security deposit in advance while uploading the  
            bid process as admissible under rules
2          Bids must be accompanied with cost of Tender document in shape of Treasury Chillan infavour of   Executive Engineer, R&B Division Sopore(tender 
inviting authority ) and Earnest money /Bid   security in  shape of CDR/FDR pledged to  tender receiving  authority Executive  Engineer R&B Division Sopore
3, The date and time of opening of Bids shall be notified on web Site www.jketenders.gov.in and conveyed   to the    bidders automatically through an 
e-mail message on their e-mail address. The bids of Responsive bidders shall be opened online on same web site in the office of the Tender receiving  
authority ).
4,    The bids for the work shall remain valid for a period of 120 days from the date of opening of technical Bids.
5, The earnest money shall be forfeited if:-
a. Any bidder/ tenderer withdraws his bid/ tender during the period of bid validity or makes any Modifications in the terms and conditions of the 
bid.
b. Failure of Successful bidder to furnish the required performance security wit6hin the specified time limit.
c. Failure of Successful bidder to execute the agreement within 28 days after fixation of contract

No:      7526-56
Date           12 .10.2020         Executive Engineer,
          R&B Division Sopore

DIPK-7330/20

 Government of Jammu & Kashmir

Mechanical Hospital & Central Heating Division Srinagar
CORRIGENDUM 

  Subject: -      1 Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of Medical Gases Pipeline system at MMABM Associated Hospital, Anant-
nag along with operation for Six Months and Maintenance for 3 years.
                        2. Supply, Installation, Testing , Commissioning of Heatless Air Dryer of 1000 CFM capacity ,PLC Based along with Maintenance 
for Three Years at Govt. SMHS Hospital, Srinagar
                        3. S.I.T.C of minimum 225 CFM air compressor along with along with allied Works at Govt. SMHS Hospital, Srinagar
               4. Supply, Installation, Testing Commissioning of New Fully Automatic Oxygen Gas Control Panels for two Oxygen Bank Manifolds 
at Govt. Chest Disease Hospital, Srinagar

References:  1. This office e- NIT no: MHCHD/TS /2020-21/106/e-tendering Dated11.09.2020.
                      2. This office e- NIT no: MHCHD/TS /2020-21/108/e-tendering Dated 11.09.2020.
                     3. This office e- NIT no: MHCHD/TS /2020-21/59/e-tendering Dated 25.08.2020.
                     4. This office e- NIT no: MHCHD/TS /2020-21/125/e-tendering Dated 25.09.2020.
                      
                        In view of  poor response to the above referred tender, the critical dates are extended as follows :

S.No Description Date and Time

1. Last Date of Bid Submission 17.10.2020 (11.00 hours)

2. Date of Bid Opening 17.10.2020 (15.00 hours)

All the other terms and conditions will remain the same.
Sd/-

        Executive Engineer                                                                                                                                             
DIPK-7332/20  MHCH   Division    

            Srinagar.
MHCHD/TS/ 4558-62                                                                               Dt:-12.10.2020

Government of Jammu & Kashmir

Office Of The Executive Engineer PWD(R&B) Division Kulgam
  NOTICE INVITING TENDERS 

   Fresh  NIT No. 7385/2020-21/RnB/Kul/e-tendering/5121-40  dated 10-10-2020
For and on behalf of the Governor, J&K State, e-tenders (In Single cover system) are invited on item rate basis from approved and eligible Contractors 
registered with J&K State Govt., CPWD, Railways and other State/Central Governments for the following works:- 

S.No Name of Work Est. Cost
(Rs. In 
Lacs)

Cost of 
T/Doc.

(In Rs.)

Earnest 
Money
(In Rs. )

Time of
comple-
tion

Time & Date
of Opening
of Bid

Class of
Con-
tractor

Major Head 
of Account

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 Construction of R/Wall near house of Bilal Ahmad Moochi at H.S Bugh Ward No.6 

M.C Yaripora 
1.00 200 2000 07 days 20-10-2020   at 

11.00 A.M 
Dee IDMT

2 Construction of drain and footpath from house of Ab. Satar Ganie to house of 
Zahoor Ahmad Parray at ward No: 05 MC Yaripora 

1.40 200 2800 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M

Dee IDMT

3 Construction of R/Wall with land from House of Mohammad Yousuf Sheikh to NLO 
Ishaq Khan War No. 02 MC Yaripora 

1.40 200 2800 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M 

Dee IDMT

4 Construction of Lane / drain form house of Mohammad Yousuf Malik to House of 
Manzoor Ahmad Sofi at War No. 03 MC Yaripora 

1.40 200 2800 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M

Dee IDMT

5 Construction of lame from main road to house of Ab. Satar Mir at RD 66 Ward No. 
4 MC Yaripora 

1.40 200 2800 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M 

Dee IDMT

6 Construction of Lane at different spots and R/Wall near Masjid at RD 66 at ward 
No. 04 MC Yaripora 

1.40 200 2800 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M

Dee IDMT

7 Construction of irrigation channel from house of Mohammad Amin to House of Ab. 
Ahad Pandith at war No. 1 MC Yaripora 

0.98 200 1960 05 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M 

Dee IDMT

8 Construction of lane from House of Abdul Qayoom Wani via House of Ab. Hamid 
Wani onwards at Gousia MC Kulgam (Phase 2nd )  

2.00 200 4000 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M

Dee IDMT

9 Construction of drain from house of Showkat Bhat via Ab, Rashid Malik onwards at 
Gousia Colony MC Kulgam  

1.40 200 2800 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M 

Dee IDMT

10 Construction of link road from main road Bon Kandipora via Mohammad Amin Dar 
onwards at MC Kulgam 

2.10 200 4200 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M

Dee IDMT

11 Construction of lane/ Drain from main road Bonpora to House of Mushtaq Ah-
mad Lone and Construction of Lane/ drain near house of Mohammad Maqbool 
Laway onwards at MC Kulgam 

2.00 200 4000 07 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M 

Dee IDMT

12 Construction of Protection wall/drain from house of Gh Ahmad Laway via House of 
Ahmad Laway near Nand Kul Tswalgam MC Kulgam 

1.40 200 2800 05 days 20-10-2020   at 
11.00 A.M

Dee IDMT

Position of   AAA      vide No: MC/KGM/2020/2207-10 dated 04-09-2020  
Position of funds    Available with Director Urban Local Bodies Kmr/ M.C Kulgam/M.C Yaripora
1. The NIT Consisting of qualifying information, eligibility criteria, specifications, Bill of  quantities (B.O.Q), Set of terms and conditions of con-
tract and other details can be seen/downloaded from the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in from  12-10-2020 10.00  A.M 19-10-2020 4.00 P.M 
2. The Bids shall be deposited in electronic format on the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in from                  12-10-2020  (11.00 AM) 19-
10-2020 upto 4.00PM.The bids uploaded on the Web Site upto due date and time will be opened on 20-09-2020  at 11.00 AM in the Office of Executive 
Engineer (R&B) Division Kulgam in 
3. presence of the bidders who wish to attend. In case of holidays/Office happens to be closed on the date of opening of the bids, bids will be 
opened on the next working day at the same time and venue.
4. The complete bidding process will be on line. 

3.1 Critical DATES

1. Date of Issue of Tender Notice -10-2020
2. Period of downloading of bidding documents From 12-10-2020  10.00 A.M to  19-10-2020  4.00 P.M
3. Bid submission Start Date 12-10-2020 from 11.00 A.M
4. Bid Submission End Date 19-10-2020  up to 4.00 P.M
6. Date & time of opening of Bids 20-10-2020  at 11.00 A.M in the Office of the Executive Engineer (R&B) Division Kulgam

NO: 5141-43
Dtd: 10-10-2020

Sd/-  
     Executive Engineer 
DIPK-7295/20                (R&B) Division Kulgam 

Government of Jammu & Kashmir Union Territory.

Office of the Executive Engineer 
R&B Division Baramulla.

CORRIGENDUM

Subject: Invitation of Tenders.
Reference: This office NIT No: 80/7001-10/2020-21/RnB/Bla   Dated  10.10.2020
Please read Name of work for above referred NIT S. No. 4 as “Construction of Road at Sangri (Zabarwan 
Toiyaba colony) at Baramulla  by way of P/L WBM G-II & RBM Filling” instead of “Construciton of Cement 
Concrete Drain at Noorbagh & Pipe Culvert at Faqirwani (Under District Sector).

All other terms and conditions shall remain intact as mentioned in the original NIT.
No: 7040-44 
Dated: 12.10.2020 

 Executive Engineer,
                                                                                                                              R&B Division Baramulla 

DIPK-7365/20

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
REGIONAL TRANSPORT OFFICER 

ANANTNAG

No.101/2068/MVD/ARTO/ANG               Date:-13/10/020

NOTICE
Whereas joint application has been received 
by this office from Mr.Sajad Hussain Zargar S/O 
Abdul Rehman Zargar R/O Kabamarg Fateh-
pora Anantnag(Party No.1st) as Transferor, 

(Seller) Owner of the Vehicle Motor Cycle  Bearing Regd. No.JK03G-
3763(Commercial/ Non-Commercial) covering under R/P No.Nill. 
and Mr.Mohd Ashraf Goursi S/O Baggah Goursi R/O Kabamarga 
Kulgam(Party No.2nd) as Transferee (Purchaser) requesting for trans-
fer of R/C & R/P of the above noted Vehicle from party No 1st and 
2nd. And Cancellation /Endorsement of hire purchase agreement 
with N/A.Before the case is disposed off on its merit, anybody have 
any objection regarding the proposed transfer Amy file his objection 
within( 7) days from the publication of this notice to the office of the 
undersigned. No any representation / objection shall be entertained 
after stipulated period. 

Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer Anantnag

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
REGIONAL TRANSPORT OFFICER 

ANANTNAG

No.101/2065/MVD/ARTO/ANG              Date:-13/10/020

NOTICE
Whereas joint application has been received 
by this office from Mr.Mohd Ayoub Ganie S/O 
Lt.Abdul Rehman Gnaie R/O Tehsil Road Bi-
jbehara Anantnag(Party No.1st) as Transferor, 

(Seller) Owner of the Vehicle Santroo Bearing Regd. No.JK03C-
4855(Commercial/ Non-Commercial) covering under R/P No.Nill. 
and Mr.Mehraj ud din Ganie S/O Bashir Ahmad Ganie R/O Ganiepora 
Shopian(Party No.2nd) as Transferee (Purchaser) requesting for trans-
fer of R/C & R/P of the above noted Vehicle from party No 1st and 2nd. 
And Cancellation /Endorsement of hire purchase agreement with ED 
Bank Arwani.Before the case is disposed off on its merit, anybody have 
any objection regarding the proposed transfer Amy file his objection 
within( 7) days from the publication of this notice to the office of the 
undersigned. No any representation / objection shall be entertained 
after stipulated period. 

Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer Anantnag

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
REGIONAL TRANSPORT OFFICER 

ANANTNAG

No.101/2055/MVD/ANG  Date:-13/10/020

NOTICE
Whereas joint application has been received by 
this office from Mr.Abid Hussain Khan S/O Mohd 
Yousuf Khan R/O Malaknag Anantnag(Party 
No.1st) as Transferor, (Seller) Owner of the Vehicle 

Wagan R Bearing Regd. No.JK03C-5242(Commercial/ Non-Commer-
cial) covering under R/P No.Nill. and Mr.Aadil Ahmad Sheikh S/O Man-
zoor Ahamd Sheikh R/O Krangsoo Mattan Anantnag(Party No.2nd) as 
Transferee (Purchaser) requesting for transfer of R/C & R/P of the above 
noted Vehicle from party No 1st and 2nd. And Cancellation /Endorse-
ment of hire purchase agreement with Nill.Before the case is disposed 
off on its merit, anybody have any objection regarding the proposed 
transfer Amy file his objection within( 7) days from the publication of 
this notice to the office of the undersigned. No any representation / 
objection shall be entertained after stipulated period. 

Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer Anantnag

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
REGIONAL TRANSPORT OFFICER 

ANANTNAG

No.101/2063/MVD/ARTO/ANG                                  Date:-13/10/020

NOTICE
Whereas joint application has been received 
by this office from Mr.Sajad Ahmad Ganie S/O 
Mohd Sidiq Ganie R/O Kanganhall Achabal 
Anantnag(Party No.1st) as Transferor, (Seller) 
Owner of the Vehicle Murati Bearing Regd. 

No.JK03C-0942(Commercial/ Non-Commercial) covering under R/P 
No.Nill. and Mr.Gh Mohi ud din Chopan S/O Ab Rehman Chopan R/O 
Dar Ganiegund Tral Pulwama(Party No.2nd) as Transferee (Purchaser) 
requesting for transfer of R/C & R/P of the above noted Vehicle from 
party No 1st and 2nd. And Cancellation /Endorsement of hire pur-
chase agreement with Nill.Before the case is disposed off on its merit, 
anybody have any objection regarding the proposed transfer Amy file 
his objection within( 7) days from the publication of this notice to the 
office of the undersigned. No any representation / objection shall be 
entertained after stipulated period. 

Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer AnantnagMJA MJA

MJA MJA

KASHMIR 
OBSERVER

IS AVAILABLE AT ALL 

LEADING NEWS AGENCIES

EU COUNTRIES ADOPT 
COMMON TRAVEL 
Guidelines Amid Pandemic

Press Trust Of India

European Union countries 
on Tuesday approved a 
series of guidelines aimed 
at facilitating free move-

ment across the bloc and avoid-
ing further disruption during the 
coronavirus pandemic.

During a meeting in Luxem-
bourg, envoys for the 27 member 
states agreed on a common ap-
proach to travel restrictions and 
testing to help citizens and work-
ers get more clarity on how they 
can transit across the continent.

In March, several EU nations 
hastily closed their borders in 
an attempt to stop the spread 
of the virus, even though the 
EU’s Schengen agreement allows 
residents to move freely between 
countries without visas. The ac-
tion blocked traffic and medical 
equipment.

“The Covid-19 pandemic has 

disrupted our daily lives in many 
ways. Travel restrictions have 
made it difficult for some of our 
citizens to get to work, to univer-
sity or to visit their loved ones,” 
said Michael Roth, the German 
minister for Europe.

“It is our common duty to en-
sure coordination on any mea-
sures which affect free move-
ment and to give our citizens all 
the information they need when 
deciding on their travel.”

Member states agreed to pro-
vide coronavirus data to the Eu-
ropean Centre for Disease Preven-

tion and Control (ECDC), which 
will publish a weekly map sorting 
regions according to the severity 
of coronavirus outbreaks.

The criteria used to define the 
coloured zones — green, orange 
and red — are the number of 
newly notified cases per 100,000 
in the past 14 days as well as the 
testing rate and the test positiv-
ity rate in the past week.

Member states agreed that they 
should not restrict free move-
ment of people travelling from 
or to green areas, but national 
EU governments will continue to 
set their own restrictions such as 
quarantines or mandatory testing 
upon arrival for people coming 
from orange or red zones.

A region will be classified as 
green if the 14-day notification rate 
is lower than 25 and the test positiv-
ity rate below 4%. Under the criteria 
adopted Tuesday, most EU regions 
would be either red or orange.

ICICI Bank Limited 
is an Indian 
multinational bank

info
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N E W S  M A K E R S

Disney's Kareem Daniel Rises 
From An Intern To Streaming Czar

A
s a kid, Kareem Daniel 
used to spend hours at 
the comic-book store 
at his local mall por-

ing over the titles, sometimes 
with his mom waiting patiently 
in the car.

On Monday, he ascended to 
a top job at the dominant force 
in comic-book lore -- and many 
other forms of entertainment -- 
Walt Disney Co.

The native of Chicago's 
South Side leapfrogged col-
leagues to become head of a 
newly formed Media and Enter-
tainment Distribution group. In 
that position, he'll make deci-
sions over pricing, marketing 
and how consumers connect 
with Disney+, the company's 
flagship effort to take on Netflix 
Inc. in the fast-growing business 
of online video.

46-year-old executive owes 
his rise in large part to his con-
nection with Disney's new chief 
executive officer, Bob Chapek, 
who said he first hired him as 
an intern years ago when Daniel 

was in graduate school.
"He is a brilliant executive 

who has an unbelievable ob-
jectivity when it comes to fact-
based decision making," Chapek 
said in an interview. "It perfectly 
positions him to be the right guy 
to make decisions. Not because 
there's a legacy of the business, 
but because it's right for today."

Chapek, who took over for 
longtime Disney CEO Bob Iger in 
February, has been quickly put-
ting his stamp on the entertain-
ment giant -- even as the coro-
navirus pandemic clobbered its 
theme-parks, movies and live-
sports businesses. In August, 

Chapek said he intended to ac-
celerate the company's push into 
streaming, which is enjoying 
a boom with so many families 
stuck at home. A reorganization 
he announced Monday under-
scores the shift by aligning all of 
the company's TV and film busi-
nesses into one central effort.

Daniel's career climb has 
been impressive. After Stanford 
University, where he earned de-
grees in electrical engineering 
and an MBA, he worked for three 
years at Goldman Sachs Group 
Inc. before joining Disney in 
strategic planning in 2007. Daniel 
worked at the company's film stu-
dio and in consumer products.

In 2017, he took over the 
company's Imagineers, the 
theme-park designers who cre-
ate Disney's fantastical rides 
and attractions. Under his 
watch, Disney introduced twin 
Star Wars themed lands in Cali-
fornia and Florida. He's also 
supervised construction of a 
Marvel-themed land expected to 
open soon in California.

World will become 
uninhabitable hell, warns UN

Agencies

Washington: There has been a 
"staggering" rise in natural di-
sasters over the past 20 years and 
the climate crisis is to blame, the 
United Nations said Monday.

Researchers pointed to a failure 
of political and business leaders 
to take meaningful action to miti-
gate the impact of climatic change 
and stop the planet from turning 
into "an uninhabitable hell for 
millions of people."

Meanwhile, the coronavirus pan-
demic, which has killed more 
than 1 million people and infected 
at least 37 million, has exposed 
the failure of "almost all nations" 
to prevent a "wave of death and 
illness" despite repeated warn-
ings from experts, the report said.
Between 2000 and 2019, there were 
7,348 major natural disasters -- in-
cluding earthquakes, tsunamis 
and hurricanes -- that claimed 
1.23 million lives, affected 4.2 bil-
lion people and resulted in $2.97 
trillion in global economic losses, 
according to the UN Office for Di-

saster Risk Reduction (UNDRR).
That's almost double the 4,212 di-
sasters recorded from 1980-1999, 
the UN said in its new report The 
Human Cost of Disasters 2000-
2019.
The Center for Research on the 
Epidemiology of Disasters' Emer-
gency Events Database character-
izes a natural disaster as having 
at least 10 or more people reported 
killed, 100 or more people report-
ed affected, declaration of a state 
of emergency, or a call for inter-
national assistance.
The vast majority of those disas-
ters were climate-related, with 
researchers reporting more flood-
ing, storms, droughts, heatwaves, 
hurricanes and wildfires in the 
past 20 years.
The sharp increase has been at-
tributed to rising global tempera-
tures, which scientists say is in-
creasing the frequency of extreme 
weather and disaster events. The 
report found floods, storms, heat-
waves, droughts, hurricanes and 
wildfires have all significantly in-
creased in the past 20 years.
"It is baffling that we willingly 
and knowingly continue to sow 

the seeds of our own destruction," 
said UNDRR chief Mami Mizutori 
and Debarati Guha-Sapir of Bel-
gium's Center for Research on the 
Epidemiology of Disasters, in a 
joint foreword to the report.
"It really is all about governance 
if we want to deliver this planet 
from the scourge of poverty, fur-
ther loss of species and biodiver-
sity, the explosion of urban risk 
and the worst consequences of 
global warming."
Asia was the worst hit from cli-
mate disasters in the past 20 
years, suffering from 3,068 disas-
ter events between 2000 and 2019. 
That was followed by 1,756 disas-
ters in the Americas and 1,192 in 
Africa.
The worst affected country over the 
past two decades is China, which 
experienced more than 500 natural 
disasters, followed by the United 
States, with 467 disaster events.
Among the deadliest -- considered 
mega disasters because they each 
killed more than 100,000 people 
-- were the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsu-
nami, the 2008 Cyclone Nargis 
in Myanmar, and the 2010 Haiti 
earthquake.

'Iran to turn maximum pressure into 
maximum disgrace for US'
Agencies

Tehran: Iran’s Supreme Leader 
has called US efforts and sanc-
tions against Islamic Republic 
as manifestation of atrocity and 
"truly criminal," but declared that 
Iran will continue to resist until 
it brings as much disgrace upon 
Washington as is possible.

“Concerning the economic 
problems, we do not factor out 
the Americans’ evil role and their 
sanctions that are truly criminal,” 
Ayatollah Khamenei said on Mon-
day while addressing a joint gradu-
ation ceremony for cadets of Iran's 
Armed Forces via a video call.

The country “will keep up its 
steadfastness and resistance until 
turning America’s maximum pres-
sure into maximum disgrace and a 
source of regret for them,” Ayatol-
lah Khamenei stated.

"Maximum pressure” has been 
US President Donald Trump’s sig-
nature foreign policy tactic towards 

Iran since his inauguration in 2016.
As part of the high-handed 

campaign, Trump took the US out 
of a historic nuclear accord be-
tween Iran and others in 2018. He 
then brought back the sanctions 
lifted under the deal in another 
illegal and unilateral move that 
defied the nuclear accord, also en-
dorsed by the United Nations Secu-
rity Council.
'Idle talk of US scoundrels'

Ayatollah Khamenei pointed 
to a recent boast by Trump about 
Washington’s interference in the 
Iranian economy, saying, “Only 
miscreants like you are capable of 
taking pride in such atrocity.”

However, the US’s own dire 
economic situation as witnessed by 
its thousands of billions of dollars 
in budget deficit as well as tens of 
millions of hungry citizens and peo-
ple living below the poverty line is 
“very bad” itself, the Leader noted.

Iran leader, meanwhile, re-
minded that although the source 

of many of the Islamic Republic’s 
predicaments lies abroad, their rem-
edy lies inside the country and rests 
upon precise calculations, correct at-
titude towards national and regional 
affairs, as well as deployment of tact, 
endeavor, sagacity, and conviction.

He said the country’s econom-
ic difficulties are solvable through 
“round-the-clock endeavors by 
authorities,” “strong, inclusive, 
and untiring management,” and 
finally “focus upon domestic pro-
duction” and refusal to pin hope 
on foreign assistance.

By God’s grace, through strong 
devotion, and national conviction, 
the Iranian nation will neverthe-
less surmount its problems and 
parlay sanctions into instruments 
of strengthening its economy, Aya-
tollah Khamenei said. Therefore, 
the racket that is being made by 
“the scoundrels, who are ruling 
the American nation” should not 
preoccupy anyone, Ayatollah 
Khamenei advised.

‘Main suspect’ in 
Pakistan motorway rape 
case arrested
Asad Hashim | Al Jazeera

Islamabad, Pakistan – Pakistani 
police have arrested a second sus-
pect in the gang rape of a woman 
on a major motorway last month, 
a case that sparked national out-
rage and has seen the government 
draw up proposals to have rapists 
hanged publicly.
“[The suspect] has been arrest-
ed,” said government spokesman 
Shahbaz Gill on Monday night. 
“[H]e will be punished according 
to the law.”
The arrest was also confirmed by 
Inam Ghani, the provincial police 
chief in Punjab province, home 
to roughly half of Pakistan’s 207 
million people and the site of the 
crime on a highway outside of 
the provincial capital, Lahore, on 
September 9.
The arrest follows a weeks-long 
manhunt across the province, 
with police detaining more than a 
dozen suspects. They eventually 
narrowed their search down to the 
two individuals who are now in 
custody.
The other suspect in the case was 
arrested by police on September 14 
and has already confessed to the 
crime, according to Punjab Chief 
Minister Usman Buzdar, as well as 
to the involvement of the suspect 
who was arrested on Monday.
Violence against women is endem-
ic in Pakistan, which ranks 130 on 
the UN’s Gender Equality Ranking 
and 143 on the World Economic 
Forum’s Global Gender Gap Index.
Data on violence against women 

is not collected consistently na-
tionwide, but police data released 
earlier this year showed that there 
were at least 3,881 cases of rape 
and 1,359 child sexual abuse cases 
in Punjab province alone in 2019.
In 2018, a poll of global gender se-
curity experts ranked Pakistan as 
the sixth most dangerous country 
worldwide for women.
“People are angry because they 
keep seeing these crimes, and 
perpetrators keep getting away 
with it,” said Rimmel Mohydin, 
the South Asia campaigner for 
the rights group Amnesty Inter-
national.
“Convictions rates are abys-
mal, reporting mechanisms are 
neither gender-sensitive nor 
straightforward and impunity 
reigns supreme.”
‘Exemplary punishments’
The rape of the woman on a mo-
torway on September 9, which 
occurred in the early hours of the 
morning after her car broke down 
on the side of the road, sparked 
countrywide protests.
Rights activists called for greater 
protection for women and for 
structural changes to the way that 
rape cases are handled.
Umar Sheikh, the police chief in 
Lahore, Punjab’s largest city and 
capital, appeared to blame the vic-
tim following the rape.
Pakistani Prime Minister Imran 
Khan took notice of the assault, 
telling a private television news 
channel that he had ordered the 
law ministry to come up with pro-
posals to amend existing laws to 
prescribe harsher punishments.

Explainer: Who's fighting 
in Nagorno-Karabakh, and 
why does it matter?
Agencies

Baku: Fighting that broke 
out on September 27 over the 
mountain enclave of Nagorno-
Karabakh quickly became 
the deadliest for more than 25 
years in a long-running con-
flict between Armenia and 
Azerbaijan.
Where and what is Nagorno-Kara-
bakh?

It’s a mountainous, forest-
ed patch of land that sits inside 
the territory of ex-Soviet Azer-
baijan and is recognised under 
international law as part of 
that country. But the ethnic 
Armenians who make up the 
vast majority of the estimated 
150,000 population reject Azeri 
rule. They have been running 
their own affairs, with support 
from Armenia, since Azerbai-
jan’s troops were pushed out in 
a war in the 1990s. A ceasefire 
was agreed in 1994 but at least 
200 people were killed in a vio-
lent flare-up in 2016.

Nagorno-Karabakh sur-
vives almost totally on budget 
support from Armenia and 
donations from the worldwide 
Armenian diaspora.

Why has fighting broken out now?
Tensions between the two 

sides have been building over 
the summer, and spilled into 
direct clashes on September 27.

The timing is significant 
because the outside powers 
that have mediated in the 
past — namely Russia, France 
and the United States — are 
distracted by the Covid-19 
pandemic, the upcoming US 
presidential election and a list 
of world crises from Lebanon 
to Belarus. Lower-level clashes 
in July prompted only a muted 
international response.

Turkey, which held large 

military exercises with Azer-
baijan in July and August, has 
been even more conspicuous 
in its support compared with 
past crises. Turkish President 
Tayyip Erdogan has said An-
kara will stand by Azerbaijan 
“with all its resources and 
heart”.
What are the risks?

Past outbreaks of fighting 
have killed some 30,000 people 
since 1988. Military and po-
litical analysts say they have 
witnessed an increase in de-
ployment of heavy weaponry 
such as rockets and artillery, 
bringing a higher risk of civil-
ian casualties that would make 
it harder to pull the two sides 
back from all-out war. That in 
turn could draw in other pow-
ers such as Turkey and Russia 
and destabilise the South Cau-
casus region, an important cor-
ridor for pipelines carrying oil 
and gas.

What could stop the fighting?
Russia potentially holds 

the key: it has a mutual defence 
pact with Armenia and a mili-
tary base there, but also enjoys 
good relations with Azerbaijan 
and has no interest in the con-
flict spreading.

Moscow brokered a hu-
manitarian ceasefire that went 
into effect on Saturday though 
it quickly came under strain. If 
its diplomacy succeeds, Mos-
cow could earn kudos for end-
ing the fighting at a time when 
it is under intense criticism on 
other fronts, including over its 
backing for Belarus President 
Alexander Lukashenko after a 
disputed election and over the 
poisoning of Russian opposi-
tion politician Alexei Navalny 
in Siberia, which Germany 
says was carried out with a 
nerve agent.

COVID-19 Reinfection Casts 
Doubt On Virus Immunity: Study
Agencies

Paris: Covid-19 patients may ex-
perience more severe symptoms 
the second time they are infected, 
according to research released 
Tuesday confirming it is possible 
to catch the potentially deadly dis-
ease more than once.
A study published in The Lan-
cet Infectious Diseases journal 
charts the first confirmed case of 
Covid-19 reinfection in the United 
States -- the country worst hit by 
the pandemic -- and indicates that 
exposure to the virus may not 
guarantee future immunity.
The patient, a 25-year-old Nevada 
man, was infected with two distinct 
variants of SARS-CoV-2, the virus 
that causes Covid-19, within a 48-day 
time frame. 
The second infection was more 
severe than the first, resulting 
in the patient being hospitalised 
with oxygen support.
The paper noted four other cases 
of reinfection confirmed globally, 
with one patient each in Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Hong Kong and 
Ecuador.  Experts said the pros-
pect of reinfection could have a 
profound impact on how the world 
battles through the pandemic.
In particular, it could influence 
the hunt for a vaccine -- the cur-
rently Holy Grail of pharmaceuti-
cal research. 
"The possibility of reinfections 
could have significant implica-
tions for our understanding of 
Covid-19 immunity, especially in 
the absence of an effective vac-
cine," said Mark Pandori, for the 

Nevada State Public Health Labo-
ratory and lead study author. 
"We need more research to under-
stand how long immunity may 
last for people exposed to SARS-
CoV-2 and why some of these 
second infections, while rare, are 
presenting as more severe."

Waning immunity?
Vaccines work by triggering the 
body's natural immune response 
to a certain pathogen, arming it 
with antibodies it to fight off fu-
ture waves of infection.

But it is not at all clear how long 
Covid-19 antibodies last. 
For some diseases, such as mea-
sles, infection confers lifelong 
immunity. For other pathogens, 
immunity may be fleeting at best. 
The authors said the US patient 
could have been exposed to a very 
high dose of the virus the second 
time around, triggering a more 
acute reaction.  Alternatively, it 
may have been a more virulent 
strain of the virus. 
Another hypothesis is a mecha-
nism known as antibody depen-
dent enhancement -- that is, when 
antibodies actually make subse-
quent infections worse, such as 
with dengue fever.

UK Considers Infecting 
People With Covid To Aid 
Vaccine Efforts

Agencies

London: Alex Greer says he'd rather put himself directly in the path 
of the coronavirus than get blindsided by the disease after an eve-
ning at the pub or with friends. It's a scenario that could soon be-
come a reality.
Britain is moving closer to carrying out studies that would inten-
tionally infect healthy people with the virus to help researchers in 
their quest for Covid-19 vaccines, and thousands of volunteers like 
Greer, a chemistry student at Durham University in northeast Eng-
land, are ready to go. Open Orphan Plc, parent of human challenge 
trial specialist hVivo, has said it's in talks with potential customers 
including the U.K. to conduct tests of Covid shots.
Such studies may help speed development of vaccines and give 
scientists new insights into a disease that has spread to more 
than 37 million people globally, but would expose participants 
to a threat for which there's no cure. Numerous questions 
about the virus -- which volunteers would likely have sprayed 
into their noses -- remain unanswered. Even young people 
could face dangers.
I can't lie and say it doesn't cross my mind," said Greer, 20. "The long-
term consequences of Covid aren't fully researched yet and that does 
need to be taken into account. But I think the potential successes of 
the trials outweigh that small risk to myself."
Despite recent strides in treating Covid-19, experts disagree on 
whether challenge trials are justifiable. One uncertainty is why 
some young and otherwise healthy people end up with complica-
tions months after experiencing mild symptoms, according to 
Seema Shah, a bioethicist at Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago 
and Northwestern University.
Crossing a Line

Machu Picchu Reopens, Just For 1 Tourist. Here's Why

L
ima, Peru: Peru's 
best-known tourist 
site Machu Picchu 
has opened after 

months of coronavirus clo-
sure, but for just a single 
visitor -- a Japanese man 
stranded in the country by 
the pandemic.

"The first person on 
Earth who went to Machu 
Picchu since the lockdown is 
meeeeeee," Jesse Katayama 
posted on his Instagram ac-
count alongside pictures of 
himself at the deserted site.

"This is truly amazing! 
Thank you," he added in a 
video posted on the Facebook 
pages of the local tourism au-
thority in Cusco, where the 
famed site is located.

Katayama spoke against 
the backdrop of the majes-
tic mountaintop dotted with 
ancient ruins that once at-
tracted thousands of tourists 
a day but has been closed 
since March because of the 
coronavirus.

The Japanese boxing 

instructor, identified by lo-
cal media as a 26-year-old 
from Nara, has been stuck in 
Peru since March, when he 
bought a ticket for the tour-
ist site just days before the 
country declared a health 
emergency.

He told a Peruvian news-
paper he had only planned to 
spend three days in the area, 

but with flights cancelled 
and movement limited by the 
virus, he found himself stuck 
there for months.

Eventually, his plight 
reached the local tourism au-
thority, which agreed to give 
him special permission to 
visit the Inca city, reopening 
the site just for him.

"I thought that I wouldn't 

be able to go, but thanks to all 
of you who pleaded with the 
mayor and the government, I 
was given this super special 
opportunity," he wrote in 
Japanese on his Instagram 
account.

Machu Picchu is the 
most enduring legacy of 
the Inca empire that ruled 
a large swathe of western 
South America for 100 years 
before the Spanish conquest 
in the 16th century.

The ruins of the Inca set-
tlement were rediscovered 
in 1911 by the American ex-
plorer Hiram Bingham, and 
in 1983, UNESCO declared 
Machu Picchu a World Heri-
tage Site.

It was originally sched-
uled to reopen to visitors in 
July, but that has now been 
pushed back to November.

Just 675 tourists a day 
will be allowed in, 30 percent 
of the number allowed before 
the pandemic, with visitors 
expected to maintain social 
distancing.
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